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WEEKLY
sons!'
ri
'LICKY NE-W ERA.T 1 ---"1
110 PKINSVILLE, CIIRI1LAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MAY 17 1895.
DEE-111\G
BINDERS & MOWERS
PRAISE TIIE
DEERING PONY.
Rd and ball Baring
Strong, NOM H3ndy, Powerful
The DEERING DON Y BIN DER l'N D si. VERBha
won the hhn- the people yw
more strongly thatne. You can judge 5 ourself
by reading the testimoLials of your own neighbors-
• rrestim.cpxliaaS.
Found at Last.
BIG &WIC. T11744 -1 have tou it the mai-nine at last that iulta me. and I never saw one
before ubtal I b oorst the ha i and Roller Baring Pony of Forbes a Br at Hope lueville,
Ky. It is very iigit nod so simply and yet stroegly cobstructed that two bones e ally pull it
aLi day long. it. L. )14/..N.
The Pony Breaks the Record at Roaring Sprintr
RoAttirro eraiso KT .-Tne Bail and Rol er Bearing Pony Binder that I boeg..t of your
agleam at topanneethe, leJritee a IS it is a da dv. I eil4 heavy wheat, which wee down vet),
had. •aid it del lee word. I ilabe. he I the ioame Kromer in wheat foto. years. and h .ve Sheet r
been sole togw.a machine tc cut It he ore, but the Polly went through all 0 K
W. W. LEWIS.
"Queen of the Harvest."
Wa.trea's *rose. TZ,01.-The Bait and Roller Reeving rony Binder bought of vonr
agents Forbes rk Bro.. alopainvi Is I. in my judgro fit tne perteetton of harv -shag machin-
ery. For liebtoe a of draft and • ill plicity of onetiMet on It is the ••tt inn of the Harvest "
I eat ail heavy erseat the paid ssaeou as l ever saw gro • with only two small mules to my
meebiae. I am satisfied that the Bell Bearing ?coy is the only Binder ior fanners to buy.
LtH.:1 TAYLOR.
A Common ense View of It.
Kr.-1 am satisfied that the atilt Bearing Poey 1.Initer I. the machine
for all Marna of farmer*. The amid farina, cru with ivir • horses harvest a I of hlegrion, and
OM large one ems with two hand. and f tar Mines tut twere feet at a swath, wi tie the sam.-
Dunbar a lands eiete the a %Dia n 'loner of h nee cal only cut s. Ten feet with coy other
marbles. Timis sad 'money milt, so to my iu oil the other fellows are not in it.
ti. B. CROFr.
The Pony Saves Wages and Horse Flesh.
C(urt.••• "MING • , Kr -The Pony Hinder with Ball and Roller Peariage, is the maehlne
fee this come,..y. I can tete one man and two huts-s and cut very u ar as much as they can
w lb oue of t a big 'machines, which reicii,e two me • and btu, hoews. I could hot Ant he
Posy ttiod-r wine,. I bought of Foe b,s a Bro., Hoptininble, for three times whet it cost, it I
T•WAstl. ecould sot get enutber. T. it 
Btu Roce,Tiatir.-I can recommend your Binder. it runs light and wee. I can take it
and two • ales a d eta nay whe.i. man caa Lase it and .sve his wheat t nice and qui. k.
11. Poor Rieder is • stroller and a subeueritta. meehine. I can re ommend it to a•y fernier
who asaie a Binder. I doe'. taint I couLt say too much in favor of it. W. B. HALL.
The Only Perfect Mower on Earth.
Mf 
 
grouts, rsit/e. -I bought of yeur agents, Foe be I Bro.. HopkInevIlle. one
year Ideal Ft di Bear es Mowers. • jr otonion mat it la lii. on'r p.a.-het iii ,chine Oii cart
I eat my crop o gran ante over this year with lees trouble Idea wer before, amid ca chee
• ty emesseansen.1 the ideal Ball Bearing esower to all of my fr.ett Is who eontenuitate the pu
ebaes of • Mower M. 'r. JOHNSON.
Brim Full of Enthusiasm.
HoPiIsMvlLLK, .-I cannot say too moth In prat ,e of the Ideal Ball and floler Hearth'
Weir I Is sew co )ou in jailS. I have mod ax t.r eight tilier linds of mowers in as yea's,
while mewl of them were good mowers, vonrs Is In ruth an "Ideal" mower. It tut. as
and webeilemly as • seems in rhice I era thirty sets/tot hay with It in le-s than two
sales the worm team on Om mace I believe one horse i-ould pull it and cut nfteen
&day. It is tempi, • perfe..i machine, and does oh the most extravagant a eat claims
W. G. WHEELER.
One Horse Lighter Than the McCormick.
ElontinsvItig. Ky-The Wert Ball Bear nr Mower I bought of you last rear Is. In my
opiates, as ase•r perfee t ao a mower can be. I had used the lactormick mcwer for •everal
years, sad Bad the draft of the Idea. at least one hone lighter. J C. MOORE-
The Poorest Scrubs Can Pull the Ideal with Ease.
HOPIIMIW.LLS., Kr -Ton indneed me to buy an Vilest Ball and Roller Bearing Mower
felt at One MIMI I dlu not n-tqt It, bat after telt g it a 5ew u•va said that you were right, 1 have
never Inid a machine to • o as go 41 work in my Me. A farmer ran put the poor. al stock on
the place to It and cut as much grime in a day as good stock to any other m.chloe. M•
to bey one a to hay the Ideal &Wee al others. DR. J. A. IsCHMIDT.
The Ideal is Slmidy Perfect.
Hortnisvici.z, Kr-.! am an well pleased my Ideal Mower that I fe,1 it my .titv to
let, "me use rne le Its pr time if you so wialr. Yoe cannot 4 y to, much
for °a it opia ict. c Brian-E.
Forbes & Bro
THE LEADER
is daily receiving new, stylish and
nobby hats, to suit the most fas-
tidious taste, and Fices to suit
any purse.
Wednesday,
May the 1st,
We will show an elegant line of
handsome pattern hats
and bonnets.
We trust that every lady will at
tend this, oue summer
Opening
'We are also recek ing new thin 4s
in fancy hair pins, belt buckles,
veilings, infants' caps, corsets,
hosiery, laces, embroideries,
stamped linens, &c.
The Leader
MRS. FLOURETTE LEVY,
MANAGER.
THE- LEADER
103 MAIN STREET.
C . SANBIEBRY. 
.111 F. SHRYER
Peoples' Hanbery&Shryer,
-Proprietors,_
WarehouseR. R. St.. bet 10th & 11th,Hopkinsville, Ky.
Gaither & West,
-TOBACCO--
CO 321011 MERCEINTS,
AMMO
Prprietors PLANTER'S WAREHOUSE.
Hopkinsville, • • Kyi
What is
TOOA lk-
,
Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhea and Wind Colic. Castoria relleveS
teetiting troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Calen
toria is the Children's Panacea-the Mother's Friend.
Castoria.
_
Caebvila Is an excellent medktrev for chil-
dren. Mothers hare repeatedly told cue of its
good effect upon their children."
DP. O. C. OnGOOD,
Lowell, Mum
• Canoes is the herd remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day Is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
Interest of their children, and use Ctustoria in.
stead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, nothing ityrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby Aiding,
Sheet to premature graves."
Di. J. F Enrcerzon,
Conway, Ark.
Castoria.
" rest-iris Is Ito well adapted to cbrdren that
I recommend it as superior to soy pioscriptiem
knusin to M..'
II. A. AaCmait, M. D.,
111 So. Oxford St., Brooklyn. N.Y.
"Our physicians in the children's depnrai
meat have sputen highly of their experi-
ence In their outside practice with Castoria.
and although we only have among oiir
modical supplies what Is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confers that the
merits of Caxton& has won us to look with
favor upon it."
USITID 110•FITAL AID DISPINIART,
Auxe C. Serra, Pres.,
Tlio Centaur Company, TI Murray
Beaton, Bass.
Street, New York City.
to ••••,....toeiso*Illoste0oleteescewlimreoveoemeoeio 00000 •••••••••••
• 
•
i AVOID BuIli Soda! •e
•
• •
• Bad soda spoils g000ur. ••  i  d fl •
: Pure soda-the best soda, comes ogra HA.14tl, - -..., 4y c.•
• 
ih,"-- •• Only in packages. •• •
•
• bearing this trade mark ae- •
•
• It costs no more than inferior package soda cc c
•• -never spoils the flour-always keeps soft. •
,
: Beware of imitation trade marks and labels, , 4
t
: and insist on packages 4(
• 4
• bearing these words- A
• 
I ARM AND HAMMER SODA!.
• Made only by CHURCH & CO., New York. SoOl by grocers everywhere. s
t
c
4
•
Write for itrm and Hammer Book of valuable Recipes-FREE.
•
•••••es••••••0•0000040:0000•9110•0•000•0»00•11100•11100tatte
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
-PROPRIETORS or-
MAIN : STREET : TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
W. E. RAGSDALE, Salesman
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso's
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I am continually advising others
to get it. Undoubtedly it is the
Best Cough Medicine
1 ever used.-W. C. MILTENBERGER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894. I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any com-
plaints.--E. SHORET, Postmaster,
Shorey, Kansas, Dec. 21st, 1894.
RISO'S CURE FOR
.gh Syrup.
• TaehseT e ru's' tsasiC". t el‘r
.1, Sold by Druggiste.
LA
CONSUMPTION
ABERNATHY & CO.,
TOBACCO COMMISSION MERCHANTS
M.1%Trirsiellk.r.A
-4ev-.ALEit,303E-IC) LT 2E; .10.
Hopkinsville Kentucky.
SPANIARDS
CUT DOWN.
At Least 3,000 of Them Killed
and Wounded.
CAEAU1 AV WAS CAPTURED.
Gen. Macec? Tells of Another
Victory Over the Span-
iards, Who Watted
their Ammuni-
tion.
Tamps:, Fla , May 10 -Passengers
arriving on the Plant steamship,
Maecotte say the condition of thing.
is encouraging to the ineurgents iii
Cuba. It is daciared that Camaguey
has been invaded by Gomez, and that
he, with 3,000 infurgente, beseiged
Guaymaro ouMonday.
There were abott 2000, Spanlarde
In the city, so the passengers say, and
after the netting becalne disestroue
for the beselged the regiment of
Cadiz, numbering about 2 500, arrived
attacking the Cubans in the rear.
Gomez quickly recovered from the
first onslaught, and while a small
force kept up the coufilet with th,
forces of the oily, his main body
faced the new enemy. Fighting was
very fierce, but it Is asserted that the
strategy of Gomez and the valor of
the insurgents resulted in their vic-
tory. The regiment of Cadiz, it is
said, was routed and cut to pieces by
pursuing Cubens. The city, the pas
seogers say, was taken and is now in
possession of the insurgent.. The
Cuban loss in k.lied and wounded is
put at 7t0, while it le asserted the
Spanish loss in killed and wounded
was 3,000.
Vie 4 
A Thing of Beauty.
A thing of beauty is the gorgeous
Hotel Latham omnibus. This stately
'shinty, drawn by a magniftoent apan
of dappled gran With gold mounted
hornet's, meats every passenger train
arriving In the oily, and It le truly a
Suing conveyance to the Justly fa-
mous Hotel Latham.
;at
The Latest News.
No verdict ban bean reported in the
Shipp murder trial at Lexington.
tat
B F. Hopgood, a Morganfie'd sa-
loon keeper, shot fatally a barber
named Douglas".
t + +
The Tennessee House refused by a
Vole of IS to 30 to appropriate 4300,•
000 for the State Expoeition. A wo-
tioo to reconsider was entered.
+ t t
At Baltimore, Dr. Saterwhite, If
Louisville, was elected a Vlee Presi-
dent of the Am.rican Medical A•en-
ciation. Dr. Ouchterlony and Dr.
Reynolds were also honored.
t t
Goose creek darn and the lake at
Lakeland must go. In the Coot t of
Appeals the people of Jefferson coun
ty living near the asylum won their
fight against the asylum authorities
tat
Gross frauds in the pey-rolls of
Chicago's Department of Pulic Works
have been unearthed and prosec-u
dons will follow. It is estimated
that $1,000,C00 was stolen from the
city through the medium of straw men
and forged time cheeks.
fat
Brazil is trying a tiew and interest-
ing Iluaucial scherue-bimet•hieno, as
.t were, with gold and paper money
ins parity, Instead of gold and silver.
sat
In Washington a father returned
home just in time to prevent his in-
sane wife from roasting their child as
a sacrifice.
t t
Glad Tidings, a missionary vessel,
with ten delegates to the Methodist
Conference at Victoria, Is missing and
there are fears of her safety.
tat
In California a bald eagle attacked
a boy, and might have killed him ex
cept for the timely arrival of assis-
tance,
t t t
Senator Morgan is of the opinion
that the position of the Governor of
Delaware will be eipheld In the Uni-
ted Slates Senate, and that the
men he appoints will be given the
seat.
t t t
A strength and au iligaent in‘letly
nailed by the doctor. black •rysilpe•
las, is causing metier deaths in Davies
0ounly Miss uii.
EXCELLENT 'CO,RDON
D1SEHARGED
Program fur the State Con
vention of Christ Ian
Endeavor. Verdict Received With a Burst
9104
Was the Way They
Did it.of Applause.
For Months of Laborious I Mot
The Committee at Last It Was Not Murder, Says Judge
Completes its Work. '1 hompson.
Tee theme upperinnet in the m'ode
of the chureli•gchig 3 rung ',ewe r f
err State just now lit the filter annual
sate Couveetion of the Ken'ucky
('htistien Eudeavar to be
leld In L uleville Nay 24 Ii, 25.h and
26th. Nueh inter et is manifested
.iircughont the entire S roe, and
ever) thing peinti to the graudeet at d
most enthusisetic conventien ever
held in K. n'ucky. The committee in
"'tree is making preparations for
1,500 C E. de'egati s. All the rail-
roads' heve granted a rate of one fare
for the round trip:eked a great uorn-
oer of people will visit our beautiful
metropolis at: that Unlit Arraege-
went. arit being made for °vetfi bar
meetincs in some of the large
churches. 4 program Is a milieu-
did one, end is graced by men cf
national reputatiore Dr. Wayl•nd
Ho3 t, perhaps the greatest 1:vir g
Baptist cram-, will preach the con-
vention marmot'.
'I he program is wide roof dittin
subbed (Leine» and prenaiuent
church workers from quite a Lumber
S,ate•, land three of our people
who • Erect to alter d have many good
liirgs in store. All the church so-
cieties of every desiotninatiou will be
repteseuted in this conveutier. The
missionary cunt° will be made a
promioeut feature. The convention
will elute Sunday eight, as ueuel, In
a sacred and beautifel consecration
service, which is the very life of all
church work. Indeed, no service of
the convention is as as, red and im-
pressive 28 this solemn hush of the
consecration hou-, when hundred.
and hundreds of eoung and old rise
solemnly to recousecrate tbenrseivee
td God and His service, and swear
new all. glance to the church or
Christ. The following lithe interest-
n; programme:
11HURsDAY EVENING.
l'itELIMINA/tY IEWtIsO
General topic :-Toe Young Peoples'
Religious WY. men'.
8:10
-Praise Service.
8:30-Add oo 
 by repreeentat Ives
of the Young Men'a Chrtstian Aineoci•
Winn, Kink'e ILughtere, 1.4.worth
League, 11-otherhood of Andrew and
Phillip, Beptist Young PeetOe's
Union, Brotherhood of St. Andrew,
Pecple's S ,ciety of Christian
Endeavor.
FRIDAY MORNING.
9.01
-Devotional `icirvice,erandneted
by W. M. Dinner,Gen. Sec', Y. Id
C. A ,
9:30-Weleome. The City of Louie-
elite, Mayor H-nry S. Tyler.
Pastors of Louleville.
Eudiii.v.hrers of Lotiis•ille.
L. C. VVortiery, President I, eal
Union.
10:00-Rrapnese.
1011 -1Lehldiirese. gee. Leon P. Mar- 
 et.shall, of Incliana:-"-- ° •
Ell thuslastie friends 13 roped Into
Will Do Good In Teat hing Adulterers
a Lesson.
11 :00-Address. "Biblecttud v." Rev.
W. H. hilif (Fleas, D D , 
cat) and rode to the residence of Dr.
Fulton Girdrin was discharged at
3:10 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
There was another Jim et people in
the City Court room when the Fulton
Gordon rase was resumed yesterday
morning.
0-n. Taylor had pent a detail el
police to omelet Baitff Vetter le pre-
serving order and preventing the en-
eroaehment of the crowd erpon the
space set apart for the lawyers, re-
porters and stenegrapOere.
Judge ThompAon bad disposed of
his rudinary eases by 10 o'clock, ana
wept cut to get s little fresh air be-
fore the ()peeing of the Gordon pro-
ceedings.
Judge Thompson took his sect at 11
o'clock and court was opened. Gord in
tied not then appeared in court.
Mr Thurman here produced the
telegram found in Arch Brown's
pocket. A subpoena drices tecum had
been hustled agelnat Manager Smith,
of the Western Unon, but Mr Sheild
paid Mr. Smith had gone tu N-w Al-
bany aid the "tilop sena should be
egainet Chief Operator 'Netherland.
Mr. K sad the ol jecteln getting
the origleal was for the purpose of
ideutif lug the hendwrithig.
A report has been going the rounds
that on the morelog of the tragedy
Arch Brown and Mrs. Gordon first
called at the unlawful house of Car-
rie Beckman, on Thirteenth street,
b‘fore going to Lucy Smith'. The
•ckman woman denies that the pair
came to bf...r p'sce.
The "S' In the Wel tnreeagr, "meet
me at 'S' Tuesday morniug at 10:30,"
designated a rtain Fourth store "
It was there that Brown met Mrs.
Clerdon on the morning of the killing
--
Judge Thompson, following the
conclusion r f the argument, an-
nounced:
"I bevel stened to the Cale carefu'.
ly and have coneulted the butte Irides
Ills my deliberate j idgment that title
man is not only not guilty 11 law, but
his action will teach adulterers that
when they ply their nefarious calling
they are standing upon a precipice
from which they are in dauger of he
Mg dashed et any momen'. Tbe
prisoner is dis^harged."
Then followed a wild seen.. People
jumped up on chair., the bar and
-ven the et. pi on the jedgeoe bench
and broke into cheers. Hundreds
waved their hats in the air and the
attorneys for the defense almost bad
their bends wrung r fl by the entbu-
sleet ic multitude. Judge Thom peon
was unable to restrain the commo-
tion, and court wa• declared ad-
11 :45 -Orgaroz %Bon.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
2:00-Song Set yeses,
2:15-Address. R 'v. W. R. L'oyd,
of Tent) eeeee .
2:55-Reports from Local and Dis-
trict Unions.
3:45 -Teroimonies of the Year's
Work by P wore and C. E. %Yorkers.
and Report of Extension Committee.
FRIDAY EVENING.
7:31-Preise Service.
7:45-Address by the Presidt nt, J.
D Euler, New Pore
SA1 URDA Y MORNING.
6:30-Sunrise Prayer Meeting.
8:00-D-votional Ezercipeo.
9:30-H port of Stare decretery, Miss
Wes Stratffer; Rspert of State Treas-
urer, Win. S Waler.
9:50-husinee..
(-) Report of Nominating Commit-
tee. Select( n of GM -ere.
(b) Appointment of Place for Con-
vention of '93.
(e) General Business -
1. The B 'Con Convention.
2. Offsrings for State Work.
11:55-Address. Rev. I. J. Speucer,
LeiingnSATURDAY AFTERNOON.
THE MASTER WORKMAN.
2:00-Confetence of Corr. epreviing
Secretaries, State st .cretary presiding.
2:00 -Sorg Service.
2:15-Juniur W
(a) Repert if Waite t'lerterinten-
deiet and °eels P ire lenient,
Miss Eugeuni Graham, Coving-
ton.
(11Ael id wrees, Miss Kate H. Ha,
Jdulur Superiuteudeut of Mis-
s-nun.
3:15-Weciresion of Cemmitte work.
(- ) Prayer Meeting Committee.
(t') Lookout Committee.
(e) Social Committee.
(A) 0' her Committee».
4:15-Address. "Tom S ielety iii
the Country Church " President
Fri-State Union, C. F. Eiger, Cum-
berland T•1113•
FAIURDAY EVENING.
TI1E (10013 CITIZEN.
7:30 -Praise Service.
7:45-Reports on good citizenship
work.
8:00-Address, "Christian Citizen,"
0. W. Stewart, eecrirary Illinois
State Uolon
9 :00-1teeeptinn.
SUNDAY MORNING.
8.30-Tunriee Prayer Meethig.
9:00-Attendance upon City Sun-
day Heim 'le.
11:00-Attendance upon City
church tisrvicese.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON.
restoNS.
"Pray ye,' therefore., the Lord of
the hat wean, that he would send forth
labourers into 1118 harvest."
2:h0-Song Service.
2:15-Report of Committee on Res-
olutions.
2:30-Report of Missionary kites.
lion Committee, Mrs. Bessie DeM.
Ellis, Secretary.
2:50-Missionary Work. Open Par-
liament, conducted by Rev. Cleo. A
Miller, Covington.
3:45-Addrese, "World--wide Mis-
sions." Rev. Otis Smith, Indiana.
SUNDAY EVENING.
7:30-Devotional EzercIsse.
7:45-Address. Dr. J. Lewis Howe,
Virginia.
8:15-Convention Sermon. Rev.
Waylasd Hoyt, D. D. Minnesota.
V:00
-Closing Consecration 14•rvicr,
entidunted by lered'k, A. Willie,
Hapriuovilie.
neve you Oyer noticed how your
system seems to crave special
assistsnoe in the spring? Just the
help wolfed is given by Hood's
klareaparilla.
(1 .vin Fulton to convey the ch. Wu
news. Galen was overcome with
amortise.
Cu'. Sc .tt said after the trial that
he did not know whether the case
would be taken before the grand Jury
or not. He would have to consult
with Gov. Brown fire', He said that
he be.ievtd that Judge Thompson
rendered what he thought th be the
right decision, but Col. Scott does not
'souk it was warrauted by the evi
Ale0Cee
Symptoms of Scrofula.
' I could n •leep nights although
I would get very eieepy durihg the
day time. I begets taking Hood's
Pills and have never had anything
to do me as tuucb good. I believe
the, they will entirely cure roe. My
eon has had symptoms of scrofula
and Hood's Sarsaticillia has dene
him a great deal of greed." Mr..
Ella Morgan, 417 West 6th St., New.
port, Ky.
Hood's P.Ils cure all liver Ills.
CURBSTONE COMMENT.
The repldity with which some
minds grasp on idea and fathom the
depth', of even suggested humor is
I ri tilled oilly by the reversal of the
thought and the stupendous dullness
of others. The humorous remark 01
the minstrel, when his j tke is not
readily grasped, that "it takes sound
• icug time to travel in this house"
has never failed to place hi. Ink. in
the ruluds of his audience, mid they
wonder why they did not "gee" it be.
fore. But some people need to be
knocked down before they can be
made to see a point. Likewise the
eit.pposed wit of others travel even
slower Ilian Clareserille'• street rail
way cars. instance, about •
month ago a meat shop on Main
street wan gutted by fire. I seems
that an immense q rentity of ice had
been stored away in the cellar. After
the fire the butcher went to work re-
pairing his homes and was soon ready
for Lu.inese again. Bit during the
interval the brats' of come local wit
was not idle, for between the parox-
isms of his levity caused by his un-
precedented inspiration, he has man-
aged to hang up a sign down there
which reads: "The Ice Did INIOt
Brut!"
Whet. Tuohy was eve, we Iran her carereia.
When she was a WU, she cried for OuenrI11.
When she became Ml,ei, she clung to Castanet,
roam semi had Gisddren.atieganithemOastari•
FULTON GORDON
Will be Taken to Pee Wee Val-
ley for his Health.
The Louisville Post contains the
following about Fulton Gordon, the
slayer of Arch Brown:
"Fulton Gordon is still very ner-
vous to-day, but hie condition is
thought to be improving. He take.
his aco.uittal in the city court very
quietly, mid is even indifferent to the
fact that the grave charge no longer
hangs over hint.
This afternoon he will be taken to
the hots. of Mr, Hector Dulaney at
l'o• Woo Valley, whets the surround.
Ingo, It is thought, will have a bone-
flolal tfteot on him.
He Will remain with Mr. Dulaney
until be has entirely reoovered his
health.
Schmidt's Pitching a Feature.
only Allowing 3 Hits.
The second game with Henderson
disposed of by a score of 9 to 4! The
game was brinier' trona start to fin-
i•b, the home lenfll won the game by
tli•ir quick ilei hie arid safe batting.
Schmidt pitched en excellent game
allowing the visitors only 3 bite.
Ossenberg, f ir Henderson, pulled
down a clear borne run cffof Sharpe's
bat, making • duuble play,which was
one of the prettiest plays ever made
on the Atheletic diamond. Q rite an
improvement in the crowd, and those
ladies made the boys more desirous
than ever to win. IF ir the home
team Hord Red It.chardson led in
batting, each hittiog safely three
times.
Weber pitched a steady gamelstrik-
ing out 8 men. The boys seemed to
bit the ball wben they plessed,though
Schmidt'. pitching was remaerable,
the visitors seemed puzzled at the
speed, he kept them on the bases like
they were frozen, especially the
little catcher whom he caught knap
;nog on first. He smuggled the ball,
throwed it to Worn .ck and Sir Peter
was fast asleep,-:he spectators went
wild.
Hon. Frank Richardson umpired
another ene of Elle ti le games.
Hendersotrie new park will soon be
finished and the locals will open Up
for them
Taw following is the r 171 Oat score:
Hopkineviiie A B
Woniack it) 
 5
Thorpe a ......  5
Ketonialt p 
 6
Morrie In ... ...... I
Richardson lb .... . ;
Ward e r .. ...... . ii
Ashford 1 I 
 . t
Horde c .. ...... . I
Leasou r I 
 a
II 11i P
0 I I11 0 11 : 21 01 
12 31 0 0 3
3 It 3 I
I it 1 0 0
Totals 
 9 /4 37 .5 6
Henderson
Crozier 31)
Soaper lb
Moore a •
Dr;ler c 
 
 4
A.A. rf ....... 4
Forsythe lb ... . 4
Sta.lhefier c I . 4
Wt,erp 
  3
Oreeulaung I f 
Totals
AB
X
  3
S
Ill
0
1
0
Pti A E
1 0 0
I 0
0 a 4
II 0 1
U
6 I
2 it
o Ou
4 I 0
4 7 27 12 I/
Inning* .... I 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 II-T
Brualrrom .. 3 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0- 4
iropkiesaille  
 2 to o 0 1 3 0 0 1- to
Earned runr-unpkioeville 2.
Two base bits
-Dexter, Z Wo-
mack, Morris.
Three bare bite-Hord, Thorp.
Base on bails-Sy Schmidt 4
strueh out-By Schmidt 9, by
Weber S.
D tuble play-Oseeuburg to For-
sythe.
Lift on baser-Il pk haville 8,Hec-
dereon 8.
Seorer-Ward.
Umpire- R eh•rrt.nn.
'lime of gihne-2: 5.
DIAN ND DUST.
In Schmidt we have an excellent
pitcher, he is little, but very loud.
Sharpe is one of the hardest batters
ever seen here, and a good snort atoll
alThere was nod as on Hord'e catch-
lug yesterday, and hie throwiug to
WIMP lept,i134111VrItrtere anne..4a.s.110.
bagger was a Leant.
Art:third played *brilliant genie in
left field h•verg 3 diftl mit chattiers.
end accepting all uf them.
Well! Welt! Welt! The boys had
their pictures taken yesterday. Tney
must be doing a cranberry business.
Ward was a little over practice and
had bard luck at centre. Cap'. Beebe
ardeon had to chime. him to right
field. That'. alright Arthur, we know
you can play a heti in condition,
cheer up old boy, t very body has oft
days.
Stony Morris is rutting up a nice
game at 8 base. K-rp it up Stony
and Hoptuwn will win in a walk.
The visitors set in paralized at the
way both games wei,t, they thcught
they had a good i hi ug to push along.
We are glad to see so many ladies
present. It puts life in the game
when so many of the fair sex come
out.
Pete Weber specks of our team
thu : "You have the hest material
in the country ; you shou:d win in a
walk."
Theeseele no It 'es on the visitor.,
either; they have a fast team and
play together like veterans.
The home team practices Monday.
Every lover c f base ball can have a
chance to see their favorites by com-
ing out to Pee them practice at 3 p.
m. No charge.
There will be two games next week
but we are not suthorized, as yet,
who they will be.
Obituary.
Mr. Louis G. Davinport, of Crofton,
Christian county, K y., died at the
home of his were near Crofton,
April 19 h., after a i• lug hues.. His
health had been felons for the past
three yearr. In February he took a
revere cold, which termitiatesd in
pneumonia, and dually caused his
death. Sir. Dsvinport had been em-
ployed at Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane, at Hopkinsville, for
alarm three years. He was &young
man of sterling worth, honored, and
respected by all, kind and conscien-
tious in the discharge of his duties.
He wee a trusted and faithful elm-
eloye, an agreeable companion, and
a true and constant friend. one that
had a kind word for every one. He
was a loyal and devoted son, almost
indolizing his mother, who feels the
loss more deeply than any one else
Can, hie first thought was always of
mother. During his ill health his AHD
was always to be cheerful and appear
to be feeling well in her presence,
leet he should cause her needless
anxiety. He was always thoughtful,
kind and considerate of every one.
it is hard to say, Thy will be done,
but we believe that our lose, is hie
Immortal gain, and that he is now
where the iuhabitants never say, 1
cm sick. To the family and friends
In this hour of sorrow and bereave-
ment we extend our most tender
sympathies. He is only waiting, the
time will not be long until we will all
have crossed that dark river, called
Death, and eetered the bourue from
which no man ever returns.
X Y. Z.
Cure For Headache.
As a remedy for all forme of Head-
ache Electric Bitters has proved to
be the verp best. Insets a permanent
cure and the most dreaded habitual
oink headaohe yield to Its Induonce.
W• urge all who are sill eted in pro-
cure a bottle, sad give this remedy
a fair trial' Ili ramp of habitual
oonetipation Hoortrio Hitters cures
by giving the needed tone to the
bowels, and few osoes long mist the
use of this medicine. Try it once.
LePire bottles only Fifty cents at
it Hardwick Drug Store,
NINE'S CELERY COMP011111
Charles MacDonald, a Promi-
nent Chicago Business Man,
is Restored to Health.
Within a few s'eps of the Intersec-
tion of two of the busiest th ,rough-
fares in Chicago, if not in the entire
country, is a etore through the portal
of which rcnre people pass in the
course of a day than enter into and
depart from any other (establishment
of its size in th• Wert. Men and wo
men whose laces bear the stamp of
intelligence and culture; women
who lead in Society, are, arid. letters;
men who are prominent in the pro-
fessions; lawyers, physiclaws, artists,
judges and j eirnaliste. The exterior
of the place gives immediate evidence
of its character, which is that of a
center of current news asei informa-
tion. It is the news and periodical
depot of Charles MacDonald at 65
Washington .street, who writes the
following letter:
CHICAGO, Feb. 20, lei Metiers
Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlington,
Vt -Gentlemen: It is clearly the
duty of every person to ackuowledge
a service rendered, no matter what Its
nature. When, however, the charao•
ter of the ben ft: bestowed is such
that it lightens the daily burdens of
our lives, and changes our nights
from dreary watches to periods of
trate:Flit andtrefrerhing repose, the
duty resolves itself into a pleasure.
A few diontbstago,owninito &be con•
nature tit my teneInese, I began
te feel at first a sort of languor and
listlessness, to disguise which I was
compelled to bring into play all thie
strength of will I could ccmmand.
The feeling grew upon me, however,
and in a @bort time it took each pos-
session of me that it affected my ap-
petite and caused Insomnia. I ap-
proached my meals with a feeling
amounting almost to nausea, and my
bed with horror at the readers night
that I was nearly certain was before
me. It was only by the strongest ef-
forts that I Watt enabled to hide the
change from people who came into
my place of boeiness, but my intimate
acquaintances were quicker to notice
it. I bad arrived at a point where I
could DO longer keep silent upon the
eut Jeer, arid tipeakicg of it to one of
my friends one day he suggeeted that
I try Paine's celery compound. I
purchased a bottle, and before.' had
taken a de she doses I knew that the
suggestion was a good one, for I felt
an improvement. I continued to use
it, and feel entirely restored. My
appetite is good, I bleep well, and,
Instead of an' Irksome grind, my Luse.
mess has again become • pleasure to
me. You may put me down as a
strong advocate of Paine', celery com-
pound. Yours respectfully,
C,„HAS ,IIIAKTreizi 1.1
TO2ACCO.
Reeelps for week
Receipts for year
 
896
4,666
Offerings for week 
  702
Sales for week 
 
618
Sales for year:  
 2,822
More good and due tobaccos were
offered this week than any time dur-
iug the year, tor which there was an
active marketO Low grade in tobacco
out of order:very low. The high
prices obtained by the farmers who
make good tobacco, assorted well
and prized in good condition ehriuld
serve as an oh j-ct lesson to thoee who
do not properly handle their tobacco.
It is fre (peony the case that one
man will obtain from le to 12e for his
crop, while his nelehbor gets from 1
to 4c. This ought not be; there is no
reason why the farmers of trio coun-
ty should not raise good tobacco if
they wou'd only take the proper care.
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper & Cu,
of 178 hie& , May 8 and 9 195.
101 Weds., (friod to Medium Leaf
$13 00, 1301), 14 50 1250, 12 25, 12 00,
11 76, 11 75, 11:75, 11 60, 11 50, 1160,
11 50, 11 50, 114)0, 1075, 1075, 1075,
1050, 10 25, 1026, 10 25, 1000, 1000,
10 00, 10 $0, 10 00, 1000, 1075, 1125,
1050, 1000, 9 75, 9 75, 970, 950, 920,
940,960,900,950,930,960,975 960,
50, 8 50, 8 30, B 00, ti 40. b 90, 80.t.
10, 800, 8 51, 80, 850, 8 10, 7 93, 790,
7 90, 7 95, 7 60,010, 700, 710, 7 60, 7 93,
7 90, 7 40, 7 90, 7 80, 7 25, 7 25, 7 90,8 10,
6 60, 6 30, 650, B 00, 6 50,6 00, 8 40,6 80,
6 90, 6 20, 8 75, 600, 6 25, 6 50, 9 00 800,
8 9), 691), 660, 600, 6 25, 6 25, 6 26,6 70,
6 23, 6 SO, 6 93.
85 birds ,Coramon Leaf 6 75, 5 20,
5 00, 5 00, 5 50, 30, 5 10, 5 00, 5 00 5 40,
40, 5 70, 6 30, 6 50, 5 25, 5 95 5 93, 5 50.
5 05, 4 90, 4 25, 4 00, 4 110, 5 50, 4 80,4110,
4 20, 4 10, 4 00, 140,4 59, 46'), 4 00, 450,
4 30.
28 Midis., Loge $400. to $2 M.
13 Weis., Tratili $1 73 to $1 00.
Our market Was very strong on
good to inediuga leaf Sale» ou sal)
grades were velry satisfactory. Com-
mon leaf in coed order shows more
etreugth. While green leaf is very
(lull and hard: to sell. Pr xi your
tobacco in good koeping order, uni-
form tricolor and length, and send to
UP, we will get you the highest mar-
ket price.. R. C & Co.
 AIMS-
Three New Arc Lights.
A few week& ego the City Council
ordered severlil additioual lights for
the city. Pak of the :le now being
done,and threes of the lights are to be
placed at the feOlowing place: One
on high street,: one on Esst Seventh,
and OOP at the intersection of First
and Lluerty street.. This will be •
much needed icuprovement,hind the
council is being complimented for its
action.
Took Morphine.
Tom Hill, an employe in a distil-
lery over at South Carrollton, took
four grains of morphine Thursday
night, while drunk, and died in two
hours. He Wives a wife and four
destitute children.
A New Residence.
Mr. Bittern, who lives in one of the
Starling cottages on North Main tete
will so n mays into his handsome
new realuenoe on South Vireitila
street.
()Donovan sea, thy Irish agitator,
interrupted (he British House of
Commune preceeed I ugs and was
sleeted Irani the gallery. He was
warned to remain tilt the premises.
.-"`erPtit74/"FglaWfOrlagi""r/TeaktiadOCKPOPOWIrKetaas: I
'• ti
DID YOU KNOW
That there was a geod prospect for
a general fruit crop around Hopkins-
vfile
That several new and haradsorne
monuments have lately been erected
In our city cemetery?
That W. B. Kennedy, the menager
of the Rock Bridge S'emmery, is
about as good a jeige of tobaeco as
any men in Hopkinsville?
That Claud Clark had rather sit on
the creek bank and catch a three
pennd trout occasionally, then to sell
a barrel of them from his fish store?
That some of our cit:zens want the
Lexiesture to take some action to-
wards destroying the wild onions
wbich are ruining our Nurtures?
That the New ERICEI facilities for
doing work are unequalled?
That three animals hcve jumped
over the bridge on North Main street
within the past twelve months.
E It DISCOVERY.
Among the many discoveries of
the present age, none rank higher
than the new meld l eLvereen, which
owing to its great durability and
cheapness is bound to take the place
of silver in the manufacture [of fine
tableware.
Silvereen is a beautiful white metal
will not tarnish or rust, and all goods
made from it are warranted.
We want every one to haves
ethane() to compare eilvereen with
silver, so for the next sixty days we
are going to give away one halt demon
Crown Sliver Tea Spoons free, to
every person who will send for one
of our Terry's Silvereen sets, contain-
ing six Tea Spoons, one Sugar Shell,
one Butter Knife. If at any time
the Silvereen :goode do not prove
aritirfactery, return them and your
money will be refunded. Remembr
we give you the Silver Stirinne.
Price of Silvereen set, $2 03.
Tug TOLEDO SILVER Co.,
w2y TOLEDO, 0
-SS
A New Bridge.'
Mr. J. E. Cilleorue, of this city, has
commenced work on the bridge to be
built over Pond P.iver at Johnson's
Mill, in the Nerthern portion of this
county. It will be an iron suepensicn
structure, and Mr. Cliborne expects
to have the work completed by the
first of September.
Raeumitism Carel
"Mystic Cure" for rheumatism and
neuralgia radically cures in 1 to $
days. He action upon ,the eyetem
remarkable and mysterious. It re-
moves at once the cause and the di-
seases immediately disappears. The
first dose greatly benefit*, 75 cents
Sold by R C. Hardwick, druggist
Hepkinaville. adttwly
A 6rand Tour.
The National Educational Mooch'.
lion will meet in Denver, Colorado,
July 5:h to 12 h, arid circulars hav•
been issued advertising excursion
rates to same, together wlth illustra-
tion of some of the beautiful scenery
to be Neu en route. W. H. Barthol-
omew, director and manager, Louis-
ville, can furnish any information
desired.
-.11•104.-
Docklen's 41111011 mum
The Beet Salve in the world tot
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Keit
Rlieutn, Fever Sores, Tatter, coop..
pod Hands, riiiihisine, Corns, and
all Fklu Eruptions, and positively
curse Piles, or Ho pay raquitsid. It 1111
guar an teed to give led's% salleteli■
Oi011 or money refunded. Prlealli
tents per box. For Kale bi P. Os
Herdwiek, Hopktaavi.le' Nky,
--1,131111.11IIDE ST-
boy Ere Printing mil Publishing CO.
111111NTER WOOD, President.
%WIWI NEW ERA BUILDING
7th, street, near Yuri,
S ILataleticiw.
&J•wientertsiner inATIat.
Owe Mee. Ansi lasertioa, . $ i at
" Sea meant - . - PO
OWN months - . S 00
lit Mos . . $00
" owe year - - . 11 00
Anditioaal raise may be bad by application
IL fie odic.
Tvaasiest edvertissaienta mast ire said tor le
esilee,
:barges for e. edveralseniertia etil IS00i-
liesed q•aersertr
all advertisements aseried 1 O,1 aussallee
lams tit Is charged for anti! -irdered Jet.
ASSOufiJOISee cm of Marriage* and Deaths. sot st-
ewed] mg eve llama end sred...sa ,f presents& Pete
bitted &vests,
gr` Otattaary Iteetees. Etesoiutious f ampect aad
talker alsanar aellene lee maw tier line
••••`
Is all the chief cities the bank
clearings are largely in excess of last
year and point to a revival of busi-
ness throughout the country.
The et. Louis Republic and the
Milwaukee Sentinel are engaged in
an meet-eating controverey as to
whether or not Wstsou, the
Entitle poet is really • man of gent-
u • That Is an entirely new subject
of discuselon between these two j tur-
flike They are generally engaged in
a wordy war, as the respective merits
of St. Louis and Milwaukee beer.
Senator etewart evidently has an
Idea that if he should die just at this
time his passing would be a most ter-
ribie national calamity-that the
world would be plunged into atygian
darkness and would cease to roll
around on its axis. We are of the
opinion, however, that the world
would continue to move, and that the
Capital and White House would re-
main on their present sites.
Mr. Carlisle has officially 1110130811C -
ind the dates end placed of his three
speeches in Kentucky. Covington,
li setting Green and Louisville will
be honored by the distinguished Sec-
retary. Mr. Carlisle is a Gold and
powerful man, but he has set his
breast against a current which it
would seem no giant can stay. He
wit! sound the key note at Memphis.
A neighboring exchange comments
upon the presence of bills of large de-
nomination and argues from this that
the period of business stagnation and
ti nancial depression is nearing an end.
The paper speaks of a large number
of farmers coming into town with
pletorid puree* and fat rolls. Tens,
twenty' and fifty's were circulating
&rotted just as if there were no talk
of nasd times.
New that three European Powers
have tendered their friendly advice
to Japan ad waited at the front door
with guns until it was accepted, the
Vatted States should consider the
possibility that the same sort of
amicable counsel may be offered it
some day by a syndicate of European
nations. The beet, and probably the
oniy, way to prevent such an inci-
dent will be to keep the navy in good
fighting trim.-Globe Democrat.
Those*Republisan papers that are
so persist-entity trying to belittle the
f)reign policy of the administration
by references to the Affiance affair,
and the delay of Spain in making
•mends for the insult to our flag, for-
get that in 1851 the office of the Span-
ish consul in New Orleans was mob-
b'-d, the "broad banner of Spain"
torn to tatters, several Spaniards
allied. and the notice had In be call--
eel out to prevent a cameral lenehloill
of epaolard not In sympathy with
Cuban lodependeoce,
W. are in sympathy with the pat-
Motto sentiment which c•Ils for sat-
isfaction but we are not umniodful
of the fallibility of our own people.
The affair down in tuba is assum-
ing lb* dignity of a sure enough revo-
lution and the independence of the
island may yet be won. There seems
to be something more in the leaders
cf the uprising than ambition and
thirst for martial glory and power
Mimeo's utterances have the ring of
true patriotism, his bearing and acts
the appearance of geuutse heroism.
epatn is pouring troops into Cups but
the insurgents are not alarmed and
their numbers are growing daily.
Recruite are coming from tee better
element of the population and
an army of considerable proportions
is awaiting any demonstration by the
Spanish forces.
The true Republican policy is to
ken) the Democrats on the defensive,
an I to provide them with as many
opportunities as possible for multiply-
ing their mistatese-Ste Louis Globe-
Democrat.
We have never seen such a deer,
candid and emphatic declaration of
principles from a Republican paper
before. An open avowal that the true
polio), of • party seeking control of
the go/women: is first to wreck it if
possible, twarting every movement
looking to the country's good that
the rival party Inaugurates. What a
band of patriots! What a noble, loyal
and unselfish aim! What a platform
to rail on This is the true policy of
the Republican party and the policy
upon which relies for re-instate-
rneut In power. The sooner the cyst n-
try Is dead the sooner the carcass is
ready for the feast of this patriotic
party. Toe deader the country the
deeper their love for it, upon the
principle that the more putrid the
',armies the more palatable to the vul-
ture. A sad commentary truly! Ev-
sry sentiment of honor, pride and pa-
triotism subservient to party hatred
and the thirst for spoils !
Jo the trial of Duestraw, the Mis-
souri millionaire wife and child mur-
derer, the doctors introduced as ex
ports and the lawyers conducting the
defensek and prosecution are having a
most interesting time of it, and legal
and medical minds are lashing and
teentillating as they never fleshed
and scintillated before. In the "keen
emmunter of their wits" the doctors
seem to be holding their own and
many brilliant retorts have enlivened
the proceedings at Union.
.•If a man labors under the delusion
that he is conversing with his grand•
father, who bas been dead five years,
mid at the same time sees a a pump-
bandits, is this evidence of Insanity ?"
was addled of one of the medical ex-
perts,
"It his grateclfatherewse a milkman
it might not be," was the ready re-
sponse.
"If a man has a delusion and you
cannot argue him out of it, ought his
mind be affected ?"
"Not necessarily. Oliver Cromwell
had such a delusion and be mastered
all Eogiand. Martin Luther threw an
inkstand at tbe devil on the wan, and
he was not inseam Delusions are
not indisputable evidence of insanity
of themselves. Delusions must be
accompanied by a disease to produce
ineanity."
The evidence clotted for the day
with a free fight and the air was filled
with authorities on jurispredence and
;menial disesteem •
IXPESIENCE AM) ExrERINENT.
The weakest argument that can ba
advanced against a proposed change
Is that it is experimental. When
fact* fail and logic to wanting the ep-
position falls back upon the hoary
cheatout "experiment." When they
are unable to meet the reasons which
are put forward in favor of a change
It is Ito easy to say "it it an experi
meat." I: matters no t what the
question may be-whether it relates
to the ittl tire of a man, or the policy
of a political party touching the finan-
cial destiny of a eation-the cry is
invariably "experiment." Am.] what
is experiment that we are to:d Is al-
ways so dangerous? Is it some great
monster breathing tire and deeolati •n
and scattering woe and ruin in his
wake? Does it march over the land
like a devastating pestilence? Is ex
periment fatal to civilisation that we
should be warned against it? Let us
see!
Experiment and experience have a
common derivat.on. Experiment is
the mother of experience and expe-
rience is the parent of success. With
out experiment there can be ito ex-
perience, and without experieuee no
success can atteud any human effart
But experience hart a limit ; experi-
ment has none. Experience paused
at the edge of the ocean aid I/SEA
out upon its limitless extense; ex-
periment fashioned a .raft and beldly
rode upon the crisis of the highest
billowy; experience followed with a
shapelier vessel and the ties
was crossed. Experiment is the viii
guard of civilisation ; it blaass the
way and marks the course for the
march of the human race towards the
fuldliment of its divine purpose; ex-
perience comes In the wake guiding
the nations and pointing them to the
gee/.
All that we are we owe to the ea-
pertinent. All the achievements of
man in science, in art and in govern-
ment are but the successful issue of
experiment. Let experiment cease
and we come to a halt and retrogres•
sion is the natural consequence.
The rules which control us in our
social and commercial relations with
each other and with other nations
are experiments crystanzel into laws
and sanctioned by time and usage.
When they fail in their purpose we
experiment again until we flud an
experiment that meets all of the re-
quirements.
If another experiment is proposed
as a substitute for the relief or a peo-
ple who are burdened and oppressed
by one experiment the new should
not be opposed solely on the ground
of its being experimental. No change
is dangerous because it is an exper-
iment; if it is dangerous, there most
be a reason why, and the reason why
must be found in the failure of some
proceeding experiment along tie
MIMI line.
What we call the light of exper
lance is but the reflection of the torch
wbich experiment, far in the front,
bolds aloft.
THE INDUSTRIAL BAROMETER.
The only true test of the times, as
the times relive to the Helmets' con•
dltion of the people, is the habits of
the people. The demagogue, the
theorist and the politician may tell
you for effect that the great mseees ol
the people are clamoring for bread.
View this in the abstract and it is
alarming, and well calculated to in-
cite fear and cause men to follow
strange goes el the ferment of poli-
tics. But bring it home to your own
fireside and sideboard; see how it ap-
plies to your community. Are you
hungry? Are you naked? Are you
wanting the necessities of life? Are
your children pale, hollowed-eyed
and starving? Is their mother shiv-
ering, weak;and exhausted from sneer
hunger? Look these; questions
'sparely in tteeface and answer them
honestly. If these conditions do ex-
ea_
the fault °of the party in power?
Were you any wealthisr three years
ago than you are now? and were
your family any better provided for
in flush times than they are now?
You were probably crying '-hard
times" then. But fartunately these
conditions exist chiefly in the fancy
of political agitators; they are pict-
ure. drawn by disoreanizers and
retailed from the stump to divert the
eye from the inevitable reaction. We
repeat it-theeisbits of the people is
the true test of the times. A year
ago the purchase. of the man of mod-
erate circumstances., were Confined to
the absolute necessities of life-food
for his family and clothes for their
back and fuel to warm them. Men
who were reputed to be independent
as to this world's goods denied them-
selves indulgence in their favorite
pastime and joined In the habits and
practices of economy. The volume
of business in the luxuries of life was
the infallible barometer whose de-
cline showed too clearly the condi-
tion of the meatier.
But it is only the blind who will
not see the reaction and note that the
spirits are rising steadily again and
climbing in the direction of that
mark which indicates normal pros-
perity. We do not say that the mark
has been reached; not by many
points, but we do say that even cas-
ual attention to the reperts as they
appear daily from the great centers
of trade and commerce will show tna:.
the reaction is on.
From the ferneries of the North
and East come the reports that orders
for carriages and vehicle's of all de-
scrptione are far in excess of the ca-
pacity of the plants, though they are
going constantly. Who are buying
all these's:lieges? Is it the million-
aires, the bankers, the money lead-
ers?
We noticed an advertisement in a
daily paper yesterday where a dealer
in bicycles beamed that he could sup-
ply a limited number of wheels and
that his patrons would not have to
wait for their orders to be filled.
What le the reason of this? It is
plain. The manufactorlem of the
higher grade of wheels have been so
overrun that they could not meet the
demand and all of them have been
from four to eight weeks behind with
their orders. Who ride all these
bicycles? Not the naliliousires and
the bankers and preachers exclusive.
ly. but the men who two years ago
were practicing the most rigid econ-
omy in tbeir families and curtailing
expenses to meet the actual cost
of ill•ing. We could go on with
these illustrations column after col-
umn @bowleg that the people
who are lending a willing ear to the
dismal prophesies of financial disas-
ter ate building up the industries
that depend not upon human neces-
sities but upon tre whims and ca-
prices of man.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,/
Lucas county. çss
Frank J Cheney makes oath that
he is the senior partner of the firm of
F. J. Cbeney &Co., doing business In
the city of Toledo, county and State
aforesaid, and that said lirm will pay
the sum of One Hundred Dollars for
each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the use of
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Nwern to before me and subscribed
n my pretence, this 8th day of De-
cember, A. D. 1886.
SEAL t 
A. W. OtedsoN,
Notary Public.
MIIMM
Hall's Catarrh Lure is taken inter-
nally and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces o: the system.
Send for testimonial free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Prop's, To-
e o, .
dold by druggists, 75c. 3 L AN ABSOLUTE CURE.
DEMPSEY
Nominated on the
Sixth Ballot.
A ha • monieue convention was ex•
pected at 0 webeboro, bu, when the
late dispatches geld a q iiet, move-
Men t was on foot net only to get an
expression in the silver question, but
to frame awl pass remelt tons relative
to the great top e, interest not only
increate d but the harmony
nf the cenvention e as se-
dewily Questioned euel, indeed, the
emcee-1i felt was well founded, as
from the eopentug hour Weduesdry
element loeking to that cod was very
prominent.
Dietriet Chairman Henry Burnett
ealled the conesution to order at 2
reeler k yesterday. Mud st 'steel the (d-
iect of tbe convention Was to Dont' -
eate &candidate for Rtilroad Com-
missioner for the First district. Major
I'. E. Morse, of McCracken county,
was elected temporary chairman and
was introduced by the Hoc. John S
Rhea. Ms j sr Morse made • sueetan-
del Democratic speech accepting the
no
'I he reported standing of the various
candidates, as instructed by he 39
counties comprising the district was
as follows:
Dempsey, 95; Wehardson, L4; Mil
ter, ewe; Morrow, 241e ; McElroy, 26;
eloorr, e0.
Four counties sent uninstructed
delegates. They are Fulton, Hart,
Hardin and Trigg.
The NEW ERA received a telephone
misiessge from Oweusboro at 11:30 this
ninm'ne stating that Judge J. F.
Dempsee was nominated or, the sixth
ballot amid tiernendoue epplauee.
ASSIGNED.
Moses Heimansohn, a Lafayette
Merchant, Makes an
Assignment, Naming Mr. T. J.
Moore, of That Place, as
Ills Assignee.
Monday evening a bill of assign-
ment was tiled in the County Clerk's
office by Moses Heimatseehn, a mer-
chant who has been doing business
it Lafseette, this county, for about
two • r three years. The deed names
Mr. T. J. Moore, also of Lafayette, as
the assignee, and Mr. Moore duly
qualified this morning, and the court
sppeinted Messrs. R. J. Carothers, R.
J. Coope: and Joseph Berkeley as ap-
praisers. The document bears an
itemized statement of the indebted
nees of Heimausohn which foots up
about $5.000, and the property assign-
ed consists of a stock of general mer-
chandise which at last invoice
satiOnntid to about $800. The as-
signee stated this morning that in ad-
dition to this stock of goods, there
were a lot cf accounts and notes, but
the total value if which was not
known at this time. *Outs of the cred-
itors uatned in the bill of assignment
is Marcus Weiuherg, who holds a
mortgage for 41,000 on the stock of
goods. There le a credit of $225 paid
ny Heimaneohn on this mertgage,
and the asaignmeet, deee slates that
after this mortgage is paid the sem-
enee is then to pco rata the remainder.
We learned that Marcus Weinberg is
a peddler who makes Lafayette his
headquarters.
NEW D1sCOVERT.
Among the many discoveries of
the orerent age, none sank higher
thau the new metal severeen, which
owing to its great durability and
chespnees is bound to take the place
of silver in the manufacture tot fine
tableware.
Silvereen Is a beautiful white metal
will not tarnish or rust, and all goods
made from it are warranted.
We want every one to have a
chancre to compare silvereen with
silver, so for the next sixty days we
are going to give away one half dozen
Crown Silver Tea Spoons free, to
every person who will send for one
of our Terry's Silvereen sets, contain-
ing six Tea Spoons, one Sugar Shell,
one Butter Knife. If at any time
the Silvereen .goode do not prove
astiefactery, return them and your
money will be refunded. Remembr
we give you the Silver Spoons.
Price of Silvereen Pet, $2 00.
THE Totemo 'ArLven Co.,
w2y TOLEDO, 0
Mines Caved In
Some time ago the Davis coal
mines, a few miles below Crofton,
caved in and caused the owner, Mr.
Frank Davis, a good deal of trouble
sect expenee to have the repairs
made. The iepeir work done was
partly temperary mud last week the
structure upholding the entrance
gave way and for the second time the
wines are in a collapeed condition.
The coal hauled to this city last sum-
mer and fall by wagons was from
this wine, aud Mr. Davis has notified
the gentlemen who operated those
wagons that he had sunk a shaft at
another point, about half a mile form
the old mine, and had struck the
same veln, and had a large supply of
coal on had and would be able to 1111
all orders as usual. We also undet-
stand that these gentlemen who
hauled this coal to market last year
have already eugsged several
hundred bathe's, and will begin
hauling at once while the roads are
in good condition.
Entertained.
Mr. F. B. Hancock, the very popu-
lar L. & N., agent et Ceeky, had a
dozen or more of his numerous friends
to take dinner with him Sunday, and
treated them to a most sumptuous
repast, which consisted of strawber-
ries and cream. Mr. Hancock Is one
of the best strewbery raisers in the
county.
BE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.
It won't meet you half as much. Do
not delay. Send three 2-cent stamps
for portage, and we will send you Dr.
Kaufrusn's great work, fine colored
plates, from life, on disease, its causes
and borne cure. Address A. P. Ord-
way & Co., Boston, Mass.
The reports from all of the railroads
operating in the Mississippi valley
show a flattering increase in the vol-
ume of business. Prosperity is re-
turning.
•
Tried Friends Best.
For thirty years Tutt's Pills have
proven a blessing to the invalid.
Are truly the sick man's friend.
A Known Fact
For bilious headache, dyspepsia
sour stomach, malaria,constipa-
tion and all kindred diseases.
TUTT'S Liver PILLS
Tired Women
Should stop and consider the dangeM
which threaten them because of their
weakness, languor and lack of ambition.
Thousands of women find their strength
unequal to the demands of duty. And
yet there is no escape from the incessant
round of care and toil. They must have
strength. How shall it be given? By
building up their systems through puri-
fied, enriched and. vitaliwd blood.
Hood's Sarsaparilla will give them
strength because it will make their blood
pure and enable it to feed the nerves upon
proper nourishment. It will create an
appetite, tone the stomach and invigorate
every organ. It is what tired women need.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Is the Only
True Blood Purifier
Prominently in the public eye today.
It feed.s the nerves on pure blood.
Hood's Pills 14417nno.siouslilit.witb
Ice in Many Places and
Snow in the Mount-
ains.
Tales of Woe From the Blue-
grass, Beargrass and
the Pennyrile•
Special to 'Lp ` Sew Ere.
IN ANDERSON COUNTY.
Lawreneeburg,Ky„ May 14 -Grave
fears are expressed by the fruit grow-
ers here that their crops wer3 ruined
by last night's frost and freeze. A
very heavy frost fell during the night.
This morning at 5 o'clock the ther-
mometer registered four degrees be-
low the free rog point. The ground
was frczoi and there was a light skim
of ice.
TN CALDWELL.
Princeton, Ky., May 14.-There
was a heavy frost in this section last
night. The thertnemeler registered
34 this morning. Vegetable were all
killed, ALA it is thought the fruit and
tobacco and corn crops are badly
damaged. A great deal of tobacco
had been planted.
IN BOURBON.
Paris, Ky., May 14.-The thertnem-
eter was down to 25 here this morn-
ing and a skim of lee covered p tole,
buckets and tubs; tobacco plants are
frozen, and the crop will be a failure.
Soualefruit also guttered and grapes
are destroyed.
IN LARUK.
Hodgenville, Ky, Nay 14.-A
heavy !rost visited this place last
night and fastened Its [-lire in all
kinds of tender vegetation. Triers
was also a slight formation or ice. It
is thought that apple, were not dam-
aged to any great extent.
IN MADISON.
Richmond, Ky., May 14 -Ice an
etsrrrti ur an ineh drep was formed
here last night. A heavy frost is ri•
pot id In low places. Garden vege-
tables and flowers suffered greatly.
()rapes are reported killed, but other
fruit is believed to be all right.
IN LINCOLN.
Stanford, Ky., May 14 -Frost was
very destructive last night to vegeta-
Glee, and the fruit is also badly dam-
aged. Ice formed in many localities.
SNOW IN THE MOUNTAINS.
Middlesborough, Ky., May 14
-Show fell yesterday. A cold wind
I. blowing Lem the north to-day, and
heavy frost is expected to night un-
less it moderates.
Loxington, Ky., May 14 -Frost
fell last night did great damage to ap-
ples, grapes and early vegetables in
this county.
Elizabethtown, N. Y , May 14.-
The mercury fell to Z) degrees at 6
•. m., to-day. Fruits are blasted and
foliage is drooping. Tee ground is
frs.zeo hard.
Wapakoneta, 0, May 14 -It has
been snowing here all morning; the
thermometer registered 20 degrees.
The damage to fruits and crops can-
not be estimated.
Me Woo lie an I nnoceot Thing.
The rC-ti taut hotly upou the parched
anle
"Oh, 1 we," 1.0 exclaimed joyously
•That (Anvil V.110 tliroWel I he ball is
lying to hit tee, woman witli the bat
eh. (leer. v. Ity die'. et elle Intl the other
eay? Are thtwe yeomen out yielder the
were? Eow loupe' on me! Yon told me
ina begone elieeet you? hi onr side go.
eg Out v. nhe u run? Lea that holey,
deer the other bale had to run so
Much."
Thus the pretty young man with the
blue veil prettied on and on, steenuagly
obit vi one thet the tall lady in the check-
ed snit set silent mid prettaninied beside
tem.-Detroit Tribnne.
New 17ork's Reputation.
Mr. 0-reliant-No, I never have a par-
ticle of tear on the ocean. Darin, you
know, sir, that one is safer on a trans-
atlantic flier thuu on a city street?
Mr. Laktaide (of Chimp, 1-11 intiph
Well, to tell the truth, I believe if t had
to choose between an ocean steamer anti
a New York street. I'd do in, you do--
take the steamer.-New York Weekly.
Women's Endurance.
While men have more strength, wom-
en have more endurance and a greater
capacity for protracted and monotonous
labor. In theme countries where women
work in the fields side by skis with
their husbands and brothers, the latter
may aceemplish more work, the former
can labor a greater number of hours.
"Crocodile tears" are alluded to by
several Latin and Greek anthers, it be-
ing a superstition among the ancients
that the crocodile, after killing a man,
ate all his body but hite head and shod
tears over that before eating it also.
In Corinth, A. D. 201, 20 figs were
Old for 2 cents.
Did Von Ever
Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for
your troubles? If not, get a bottle
now end get relief. Thia medicine
has been found to he paculisaly
erlepted to th• relief and cure of all
Female Comglaints, exerting a
wonderful direct influence in giving
strength and tone to the organs. If
you have Loss of Appetite, Conetips-
siege Headache, Fainting Spells, or
are Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable,
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy
Spells, Electric Bittrs Is the medicine
you used. Health and Strength are
guaranteed by its use. Large bottles
only fifty cent.; at R. C. Hridwiek
Drug S.ore,
eeseseeeteM11.101111111herseersee
-v-OPACCO.
Medium Leaf 791, 760, 7 10, 793,
7 70, 7 15 7 10. 7 00, 7 41, 7 75, 7 01, 700
7 60, 7 Pe 7 33. 7 51, 7 00, 7 21, 7 00, 750
7 60, 7 10, 7 HD, 6 95 69), 6 3) 6 51, 6 00
675,675. 61)) 6 50, 6 50, 6 le, 6 95, 6 10
600, 6 90, 6 90
L leaf 5 95, 6 SO, 5711, 570. 5811,
5 00, 5 25, 5 95, 5 51, 5 25, 529.525.530
6 10, 5 25 6 9), 6 9), 5 26. 5 40, 5 50, 5 00
5 70, 525. 5 30, 5 75, 6 10, 499, 4 9,, 4 50
4 60. 4 4 1, 4 91. 4 7,1, 459,420,470,475
440 4 al, 4 75, 4 Y.S. 4 20, 4- 10, 4 60, 4 60
4 00, 4 09, 4 LO
0 od Lug.: 4 20, 4 25, 4 10, 4(10, 4 00
3 80, 3 50, 3 60, 3 25, 3 51, 3 411, 3 40, 3 40
3 80, 3 00, 3 4 I, 3 50, 3 et), 3 41, 3 00, 3 00
3 00.
Good to Fait. Lnkl, $13 75, 13 00, 12
75, 12 50 12 e5, 12 t 0, 1210, 12 tee 12 00,
11 75, ,1 75, 11 75, 12 00, 11 50,11 50. 11
60, 11 e6, 11 50, 11 25, 11 01 11 00, 10 75
1050, 31) 60 10 21, 100)), 10 t 0 975,900
9 10. 9 90, 9 11. 930, 9 20, 9 4 I, 9 9 e 975
9 70, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 OU, 890,880,910
900,900,850,825. 860,875 800 840,
8 70, 8 00, 8 00, 8 00, 8 00, 800,876,825
8 50.
Common lug: $2 fee 250, 2 75 2 411,
200,225
Trash: el 95, 1 50, 1 75, 1 371, 1 50
1 30, 1 00, 1 95, 1 45
Market was very strong on all de
Nimble leaf, and lugs, cur:union leaf
and trash logs remain dull. We urge
our friends to be particular about or-
dering their tobacco well, also priz
it uuiformly in color as well as
•sree h, it will pay sou for the pekoe
Send lour tobacco to tar and we will
get you the highest market price.
Yours truly,
It , C. & Co.
Tee following named prominent
tobacco mem attended our sales this
week: W. H. Struntotie,G,eetibrier,
Venue Win. McMurray, Springfield,
Tenn., J. R. Thurman, J. W. Still,
L W. Ketcher, J. R. May., C. W.
Wood.
A titleeee TO ETIQUETTE.
An Artist's l'..comfortable raperieoce as
a I:noel LtAnqutt i,,
The rigid etiquette which prevails in
1Ce.rea as to cereneetione eenquete is in-
nvenient for strangers, whose un-
traieed appetites are scarcely up to the
Korean standard. Au artist, making a
aitay it: eeoul. was beiden to a royal
least at the king's palace, to hie mingled
joy anti despair. Imam= a native cus-
tom:, he ametlect to Mr. O., the Eng-
lish consul, to guide him through the
ordef.1 The one thing impressed upon
him was this: "It is a great insult to re-
(uric what is offered you at table and a
greater insult Len to eat all that is on
your plate."
Wo all sot down gayly, and the tease
began. All the predates of the country
eeemed to have been cooked and put be
lore we. including meats, fish, honey
sweete. vegetables maid sauces, of which,
mind you, we had to eat "mountains"
piled on oar plates. Young pigs, in the
PUPPY state, were ale there and were
much uppreciattal by my princely enter-
tainers.
When I was but half way through,
however, not beteg provided with an
ever expanding digestive, apparatus, like
my friends of Chmeen, I really felt us if
I were suffocating.
I raised toy eyes pleadingly to Mr. G.,
but he shock his head sternly. The serv-
ants, seeing me hesitate, plied me bus-
ily with potatoes, barley, millet and at
least half a bushel of bean,.
After vainly praying for courege and
dexterity to slide the food under the
table I uaarle deepearte iuroadm upou the
heaped up vegetable& Once again I
rolled my eyes in dumb entreaty toward
the consul, who once again shook hie
Lead, this time with a sardunio grin
which made me determine to get through
the feast somehow, but in silence...-
After this I was treated to lily bulbs
and radishes dipped in the vilest 'if
sauces, besides a 'ergo portion of u pup-
py pig roasted and fruit iu profusion,
with foreirt and native wines. At
length, when I felt that with the next
mouthful I rhonld groan
war rlaitse eratearoe meat begen
at noon mid was brought to it close at
7 p. ra.
To those who apprteiate the pleasure
of eating, 13 me recommend a royal
Korean diluter. No pen can deecribe the
agonies I endurecl as I was carried home
in my greeu ectien chair. lee days I
warmly at a menthful, and to title day
the sight of a imply pig is unbearable
-Youth's Component.
A CAT AND DOG TEASER.
The Si-hems of an Orange County Man Will.
a l'all .of Milk and an Electric Ittery.
"I've got a meal scheme," said an in•
genions Orange county man. "There's ne
Tumid. oa it either. It is juet a cat and
dog teaser, and it berate anything I ever
saw for the purpere. I got an old Stove
zinc and laid it on the ground near the
back door. 'rhea I put a sweeten bucket
of milk on the zinc- In the kitchen I've
got a battery ef two gallon cells and ft 4
inch coil, with a vibrating eiren:t break
or. One wire is connected to the zim
plate, and the otiter terminates in a piec.
of metal in the milk You jut:tone-1d t,
see the effect. A eat comes along, smell
the milk aed gees for it. She just
touches the milk with her whiskers tote
exile; puzzle( when the slight, tingle'',
shock is felt. Then she returns to th,
attack and touclee her tongue to tie
surface of the milk. Her hair rises then
and eke multi a yowl of rage or puiu a
she springs aWty from the pail anti thel
turns to look back at it. I have seen at
same cat take two shocks within
molly iniunne end then tat as if el
wanted to try it again, but didn't dart
to.
"With dere+ it is different. Tie der
steps utter' the zinc, lops his long tongte
into the milk and then throws a beet,
somereault. Ho warits no more after
that, but tucking his tail between his
legs streaks out of the yard as quickly
as poeslrle. If you want to try it, you
needn't nee a whole pail of milk. Just
take a crockery dieh, and it will =swot
just as well. Milk is cheap up our way.
you know, reel I to the first thing that
came handy. "-New York Pun.
The First Wills.
Wills were at fire oral, as were ale,
gifts of Limes, met ween only mondly
binding on the snrvivors. ()deem and
other fathers of the curly church cred-
ited Niedi with having made a will, and
in the feurth century the biehop of
Breeeit ileelerea cli t lease Leretical whe
denied Nealite aiviteen of the world ti
his three to !as by W111 The oldest known
wills are thew of Drypt. Both oral anal
written wine net infaemently contained
imprecations on those who should nog
Wet them.
The earliest written will in existence
is that of lennacherib, which was forms)
in the royal library of Konyunjik.
There is a great santenefke about our own
royal wills. They mainly relate to beds,
bedding, Oodles, pentenel ovnantiona,
rind ;diver enpis turd paymente fur
miuees and an' generally ns prosaic as
ime could eintrives-Westminster Re-
view.
Go ac t of the Confederate ve r-
eran's re-union, the 0. V. Ry. will
sell tickets to Houston, Tex. and re-
turn on May 17th, Iteh and 19 is at
the rate of $1830 for the round trip.
Return limit 15 days nous date of sale,
115 days additional limit can be ob
tamed by depositing tickets with
*gent of terminal line before the
breaking up of the encampment.
E. M. Sherwood, B Mitetell,
Agt. G. P. A.
Cure For Headache.
As a remedy for all forms of Head-
ache Electric Bitters has proved to 
M 
wivEs
be the verp best. eets &permanent
cure and the moist dreaded habitual
Wet headache yield to Its lefluonce.
We urge all who are sIll eted to pro-
cure a bottle, and give this remedy
a fair trial. In caries of habitual
constipation Electric Bitters cures
by giving the needed tone to the
bowels, and few cartes long resist the
use of this medmine. Try it once.
Large bottles only Fitly cents at
R. C. Hardwick Drug Seer's.
'Aer•inettakesnitts.actr'
THE ANGEL:C HUSSAND.
1114.111` &ITV brodr r,:s Wit are, tie fly.
tri re ere eta, .1111../4 a i141 re w y,
There are LJA:m!.:., Wilts ur puntm ,;,.re as emu
itig as tint mutat.
There ore IILL+.4314.:.1 V. ho sire, tesethy.
Ti,, rt. ure I ones und
But the reti unpile lanibmiti-well. in.'• never
yet beeu horn
Sot le fur sirength of lute are noted.
Who tiro r.ailly n,e.eroted
That skit r their wiv.s ere &Went they art
loutsdne and forlorn,
Anti whilo now und then you'll find one
who's a really good itnkl kind one:
But the reel enc., lie linen:inn-oh, he's never
yet holm horn
Bo the woman who is mated
To a r.iatt vi., may iso rat,v1
AA "po..tt; should chermb him forever
and ii tiny,
For tho rot.I argent, creature,
rfeet quit". la every fenture,
Ile Las min r isynillsouverud, and be won't be,
they nay.
--1'. D. Aldrich in Boston Budget.
HeleDWA_e_liti_O_P TALK.
The Salesmen Reouunt Their Amusing Ex-
periences IVIth Varima• Customers.
One tocruing, when by mistake IN.
hail urn yeti at tho store ten minutes be-
fore the arrival of the boss with the
keys, tto men were amusiug themselves
retie:erg their ceoxanatoe with various
\VEy is it," asked the Tool Man,
"that to many people get 'twisted' with
oerkeerews and screwdrivers?"
"Nature of the tool," suggested the
Cutlery Man.
"Whatever therm:4m," continued the
Tool l.Lu. "I have observed the almost
tmiverrat emir-eta of a screwdriver
and corkerrew It is an everyday ovule
mice, welt leellest PM well as men, only
lady note ter a corkscrew and a mall
fur a ecrewdriver end teen look at you
snrpeised."
"Or when they want a 'lid lifter,' "
said the tetove Man, "nine people out of
ten ask for a 'stove lifter,'"
"Did you ever mite*, " remarked the
outeeey elan, -bow it Man or a woman
express thetnechee when at a loss fur
V,' hot'  a Inane unyway?" inter
napted tier Tool Kan. "The me eran
stektel fur tacks get what eh,
wanted as quickly tee though elle had ask
est for tiuned' tacks. e uth requcotegivi
!NT:1)7ft Ina for meutal gymnaet
awl thus relieve the lethargic teuden
_eta incident to °truth:fleas routine
Without apparently ebeerviug the in
terruptiou the Cutlery Man continued:
"The other dee- a lady came rustlint
into the stoic. e he was one of ti, -
nervous, bnetling little vanevu, mid :le
waated a pair of 'mewl:era' Noticito
nie blank look, she said, 'Von know, hie
this,' meking a motion with her thane
and enelinger that at meet suggest es.
'tweezers.' When a man wine), ail sir
ticle he can't name. he gets out e Peuell
tears the back from 01/ envelepe and iiru
mods to give rut 'idea.'"
"A lady gave we an ide.,* again re
marked the Stove Man, "On selling gae
stoves. While showing them to her slit
asked eome quest ion to which I coal eseed
ignorance. To ley surprise she said
'Well, you may send nie this one. 1
asked Mr. - (naming a otenpetitote
that queetion, and he told use so munch 1
did not know whet to believe, but I do
believe you. "-Hardware.
Natural Gas.
An ersperimeet of scree importance is
reported, nuide with a view to deter
mine, if poseible, the origin of natural
gas, irreeptctive of theories hitherto
prevalent. For this p-arposte dried sea
weed a-as sleeted in water which had
been frceel from air, and on the third
day gas nppearea, eoutinuing to be
evolved in &minis:Yu quantity until
the tenth day, when . erne titni cubic con
timeters laid been col:meted. The evoln
tiou lutes evidently ceased, though aftei
standing two yearn amt .& half 30 cubit
centimetera more' of gas collected in the
apparuttui; the second gas differed front
the fine, consisting, it is recorded, al
cleat entirely of met hane-the chief con
stituent of natural gas-from which ii
is inferred that this bit.ittr secondary de
composition of vegetable neater hie
some relation to the origin of uatural
gas. -New York enu.
L.:beton roll teams.
The Observant Citizen of a Boston
daily witueased an interesting incident
in a leketon elentrie. A young man was
seated needing in a crowded electric car.
and a frudeouably dresecd. elderly .wene
eateseetenceourpareen - 157 a pretty
girl. The young ma t never looked ne
nutil the elder huly, touching his shoul-
der, said, honey sweet, "Would you
kindly give my dunghter your serer
The young man looked at the young wo
man, who looked by no means ill or
feeble, then raieed his hut and said quiet
ly, "No, madam."
A Household Tr•asure.
D. W. Fuller, of Cansjoberie, N Y.
•ays that he always keeps Dr. king'.
New Discovery In the house and his
ramify has always found the very
belt results follow It.. use; that he
would not be without it, if procurable
(4. A. Dykernun Dregrest, Caroline
N. Y. says that Dr. King's New
DIscevery ir undoubtedly the best
Cough remedy; that he has used it in
his family for eight year., sad It hat
never fallee to do all that is claimed
for it. Why not try a remedy PO long
tried and tested. Trial bottles free to
R. C Hardwick Drug Store. RPgula:
*lee 50c. and $1.00.
Mary E. Dyer.
Mrs. Mary E. Dyer of Winona, Miun
has been elected wheel director frore
the First ward. The women of the town
desired to have her for a director, and
'she obtained the Republican nomina-
tion. Site was supported by the best part
of the city prelim and wore elected by a
hand:wines majority, the women them
selves casting a large vote for her. It is
the first time that tiny woman has been
chosen to such a position in Winona.
Ignatius J. Loyola had the face of an
ascetic, with sharp features, worn with
fasting, watching and prayer.
Lord Bacon had a voice described by
one of his contemporaries as "very
smooth slid oily."
KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement and
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used. The many, who live bet-
ter than others and enjoy life more, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the werhes best products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the purr liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Ste up of Figs.
Its excelle nut is oue to its presenting
in the form most receptable and pleas'
ant to the taste, the ref-calling and truly
beneScial proferties of a perfect lax-
ative; effecteally cleansing the system,
dispelling celds, headaches and fevers
and permanently cureer constipation.
It has Fiven satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the meeical
profeedion, because it acts on the Kid-
Deets Liver and Bowels without weak-
ening them and it is pert mtly free from
every objectionable substance
Syrup of Fig: is for sale by all drug-
gists in 50 cent bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs,
and being well informed, you will not
accept any substitute if offered.
Or. Polars cream Baking itowdeer
Werbirt Pe& His-twat %saw ass Isetueses
..fo•c r ••• ^ • -
We Offer a Remedy
Which Insures Safe-
ty to Life of Homer
and Child.
"MOTHERS' FRIEND"
510B8 OONFINEMENT OF ITS PAIN,
HORROR AND RISK.
eMy wife used only two bottled. She MIS
easily and quickly relieved, Is now doing
splendidly.-
J. S idoierom. Harlow, N C.
Pent by ATp, • r matt, on receipt of price,
•1.4111i.. e 1114 t ..a . Hook "TO kitallitliS"
Roam d tr,
l.h..el.STolt CO. ATLANTA. BA.
**LI lb ALL Dill;61411111114
LARGE SORES ON FACE
Lost Use of Hands from Blood Poison-
ins. Physicians and Remedies
No Benefit. ('uresi by
Cutleura leeteediee.
I have need your Ccru'rita r P: /frt. MA. and
sea Mutts:idly bay ',list they are eve, ytbilig and
more dote )ou repr•ecut , hem.
Last spring I was greatly
troubled with blood poisoning
ceased by I h t berm. I it rge
SOCell 11.U4ie their 31,1.,arnilc•
on niy face, ar.1 iity halide
were in such a condition that
I could not low them. After
trying numerous physicuois
and reined ire And receiving re
benefit therefrom, I was ad-
•ised to try the S h Ticrna
RESied.111ES, and did eti, anti I
am now free from all my skin trouble. I canted
speak praise enough for your remedies'.
SA MIC'El, .1. kEElklit.
2232 Fairmouut Ai euue, Baltimore, Md.
BABY SEVERELY AFFLICTED
My baby was severely afflicted with some
dreadful skin diatom. Its bead. face mid Mows
for awhile were nearly one solid sore. I had
doctors prescribe for it, tried re% er."1 remettiet,
but all seemed to ,to no good. I tem un adver-
tisement of the et-rierii• itemenutit, and con-
cluded to try them. I bought a cilnqlele eet.
and began using, and now my little girl seems
to be eompletely cured.
GEO. N', TtItNE, Teacher, Bryan, Texas,
CUTICURA WORKS WONDERS
Since a single cake of Cr•rici iLk Soar., cost-
ing 'inc.. is sufficient to test the virtues of these
great curative*, there Is now no rolLSOrl why
thousands should go through life tortured, dis-
figured anti humiliated by Noce' and skin dis-
eases, whieh are speedily cured by the CUTIGiat.,
REMIDIZII at a trifling cost.
Fold throughout the world. Peet., concrete,
Soar, 21.c.; liasuitx E'er. 11. Pori's It have
LID Cvga. COMP., Sole Proprietor.", Poston.
W" How to Cure Skin Disease.," mailed free.
PINPLES, blackheads, red, rough, chapped, aidoily skin cured by Curlicues nose.
WOMEN FULL OF PAINS
Find in enthrals Anti-Pals Plas-
ter instant anti grateful re/let. It
is the first and only pun-knling,
streuctlanumg plaster.
WE CANNOT I
SPARE
healthy flesh -nature never
burdens the body with too
much sound flesh. Loss of
flesh usually indicates poor as-
similation, which causes the
loss of the best that's in food,
the fat-forming element.
Scott's Emulsion
of pure cod liver oil with hypo-
phosphites contains the very
essence of all foods. In no oth-
er form can so much nutrition
be taken and assimilated. Its
range of usefulness has no limita-
tion where weakness exists.
erepac.d5., Reno, I Roam* Chemist&
N•i. York Sold by all drum..
[I
4
ICYCLES.I
ARE THE
H1CHEST OF ALL'
HiCH GRADES.
Warranted superior to any Bicycle
bniit in the World, Regardless of
Price 
Built and guarantee', by the Indians Bieyrie
Co.. a MIllIon Dollar corporation, whom
bond use good SI geld . Do not be • a wheel
•
tit you have seen the WAVERLY
Forbes & Bro.,
eteeeelee c
THE GREAT
Department Store,
The Racket,
straw Matting at 7c per yd; better at 10c to 17c.
SPECIAL-
Ladie's' Leghorn Flats 16e, 22c 48c each.
Ladies' Qxfords, patent leather tips, sizes 4 to 8, 500
pairs. at 39c ,11 pair.
100 dozen old style Straw Hats, to close out we offer
at lc each.
50 dozen ladies' straw shapes and flats, jcst the thing
for garden hats, only 5c each.
Japanese fire screens, all colors and styles: your choice
of the lot for 12c.
Jute Aii tS1re 
each
6x9 feet, just the thing for diningI 
oom,only 
Tin ,Biu2cikt22eto c1 qt 4c, 2 qt 5c, 3 qt 7c, 4 qt 9c, 6 qt 12c,qt
How is this for prices on tin buckets, made of good
tin by the lar est and hest factory in the South-Philips &
Puts.orff SiTg Vo, of Nashville, Tenn,
The •.• Racket •.• Co.
JEREMIAH H. KUGLER, Manager.
1,•-••-• ••••••-• . 
.-.•••-•-•••••••••••
•
;Scorcher, 21 lbs, $85.00.
4
k.. •  • . • • • • •• • • ••
Exclusive Agents. 1
• - • •-••••••••-•-•-•• 
••••••••-•-.
ow Spring Goods.
We have opened for inspection
our complete assortment of Spring
Gorda. Never before have we been
elle to offer PO many Inducements in
either style, variety or price.
Bran New Patterns 
that cannot he found in other house
in the city. D wait for the spring
rush. See our goods and get primes..
Carpets- -
Reliable makes. Only tholes make.
whish we guarantee are allowed in
cur stock. Any pattern you select,
will be first-class.
We open the spring trade with a
superb stock of first class dress goods
trimmings, etc., at prices that are
lower than ever before. Goods cheer-
fully shown.
LATHAM,
=NOM
9999 Mammoth's
1 --Street No. Is--
10000 1 Main.
That's it, add to the figures at the head
of the column and you have an even
ten thousand, dollars. Prefix the S and
that shows you what it costs the Mam-
moth to buy !i
A Magnificent Stock
of Clothing,
To say nothing about the shoas. hats and other goods. :sc
if you want to get suited in style and patterns and prices
that will a.stonishyou. Come and make your selections
before the stock is to badly broken Cur spring trade has
far exceeded our expectationr. Goods are ADVANCING
every day and in many instances we can't replace them f3r
what we are selling them at. You will surely pay more
money for them in the future, but we will hold our prices
down to the old time panic prices as long as cur stock last
Mammoth - Clothing - and - Shoe - Company.
On Saturday, April 13th
We received a shipment of 50 suits of black
Clay Worsted sacks and frocks.
Les Than a Week
they were all gone. We ordered another lot of
50 suits but could only get 35, and wecan't get
any more after these are gone. They are pure
wool, and color guaranteed. Better come quick
if you want one. We are selling them at the ri
diculous price of $750
All wool bl'k and fancy cheviot suits - $5.00
COX & BRINE
.4 
•,+'•41rjr.a.
.401110,4*'::
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THE NW ERA
,rnelleffmrwseseeresms•WINM 'mwseneesselersalweRINIFIO 
! Tie Sem J el rueetiug w.tt begor
' at tewenteboro beet tionday.
— - W. S. Withers Attorrey et
$1 A YEAR. 1 0ftlee over Pienters Bank. oleo
g000reat at um noinoinee movniasvitia I Loins Elena it se fterieg f eini the
'wad seam ill-cm of a pitiofulty !valued arm,
caused from a bicy eta collieiuu.
-
-----kg -- Club Into a.
We will furnish the Weekly
EA sad any of the 
publicstioni
amid below at prices indicated:
0 Pat rnerolal Gazette 
.................... Si: 0
Llaity Louisville Post. .... ..n--:-#.... .... 
Sal)
Obits Dellitterat. 
........................ I.+
tittles's') Nsw• ..... . ..... I.
int. Louis Tete* a Si
..
siik inspetatie ..... i
enlarger-Journal 
........................  i.
en:, tease i Enquire,- 
........................ 1..
Ceseekdi y Magmata* 
.......................... li
at. Nee noi isa .... . .  
................. ti.
rtbr. Ode 0 HOMO 
JOaeleal. ............... . 9.
14es ibere • Ma/setae 
.................. . • •
r
e Ile eess , . ............ , 
............. .
armee'. NS eneeta• 
......................... t
taper.' Weekly ................ . 
......... 4.
eraser's Base.% ...._!;1 ........... ''' '''' a'
liertymos y Mind MIME .................... ..
.. 
............ 
.... I
1.A.. titek4 M t tioulks1 .................... imate ktagesine
tWei, ISO n snit Knolls:nal ...  : ..  . ..... . ..  i .. 
...  I
Maims anal Farm 
I.
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Mies ChaTty.. tz,411Lid is visiting it,
the city.
Mr. Cburele Hill Was le the city
Ibis *stk.
R-v M Call, le In Wasbitigtott
City ibis Week,
Mr. W. A. Iltruube, of ti melt, I.
In the city in day.
Dr. N. J Baker Id back front ro-
ftiostunsi trip to Cooky.
Mr. H. I'. Rives is lu town attend
be tobacco roles ibis week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D Burkholder, ot
Croftco, were in town this week.
Mrs. Annie D.vis has returnesi
home from a visit to Deleivee, Ky
Mr. C. L. Hardwick, of Metnehis,
Is visiting his brother, Mr. It C
1Kark wick.
Maas Edna Nash has returned front
inotateelele, where she hes tenor visit-
tog nu otters.
Ms] o C. H. Button, representice
the Ti sou Ssultarium, NaeLviee,
at ties Pureenix.
Mies Carrie Trible, of Heodeoren,
Is visiting Mrs. A. A %%Ore* at
Cooky Ibis week.
Miss Carrie J. B-oweell. of D ty WV,
Ohio, le visiting the family of her
uucle, Mr. F 2 Brownell.
Mrs. J. P. Braden and Mrs. J W.
Yancey left Monday to visit Mrs.
James Utterback, at Paducah.
Mr. Lucien Dade has accepted e
position in the tffIce of the neutheru
Express Corollate)! at this place.
Jr. Charlie Nauru., who has beet,
attending the Taeologicsi Seminary.
at Leanaville, has returned to hi-
home.
Mr. and Mrs.John Gilmour arrived
In the city yesterday and will remsiu
for some time, visiting their numer-
ous friend..
Mrs. H. H. Abernathy, accompa-
sled or her sister, MIMI Baylor, who
has been ',hitting here for 'tome time.
left thee eaceraisg for a month's Visit
to time fathet's name In Navasota.
Taxes.
Mr.. Rust sod daughters are in
N uIi vii
Mt. John Alien, of It tato, la In
town Mondry,
WM Meg, Henry, of Cooky, It vie
III rig In klea 444r.
Mr,/ V. 044s, woe eh
Mut streets Tusaday.
Mrs. Mathis Jane., of Newstead,
arne totem* Twee lay.
Mr. Robert Ely of Ltytonsville,
Ky., Is in tkontown Menti•y.
Mr. Sinclair Le -liven, of Pembroke.
O in Lee city this week on business.
Mtge. Solna Campbell of South
Main , is vieitiog in 2.1arkeville.
Dr. T, P. A.de n, of E mo le in the
city Monday on proteesional bessiner
Mr. Leonel] Shie'de, of Nashville,
has accepted a pried nun at Hotel La-
Mrs J. W. Winterise has gone to
flodeemville to spend a few days with
friends.
Mrs. D. 1. McClendon, of Sinking
Fork, visited Ms family of Me- J. 0-
kI .'rd to-day.
Mr. !lily Ely and wife will: in a
few nays begin hoetee-keepiog in one
of the cottages on Clay St.
Mr. W. D. Walker, of Kelly, was 'n
the cIty Tuesday and paid the New
F:R.• an appreciated visit.
Miss Katie McDaniel has returned
frogs .a tour of Inspection of the
echeela under her supervision.
Mr. Jesse M. Ballard and family
left Saturday to visit friends in the
Elkton and Russel:011ie eleinity.
Mrs. J K. Wiillame, of a ileoeville,
is visiting friends near Yemo, and
will visit Hopkins/rine during the
week.
Miss. Lavinia Cilrinao, of E'kton,
spent Monday with her fartner,
Mr. Frank Gorman, on North Main
street.
Mr. Frank Rives has his law cfilee
with Mr. W. d. Withers. We are
giay to see such able lawyers togeth-
er, they make a strong team.
Mr. Frank Gorman Jr , who ha.
been living in Clarksville, for the
past mouth, ewer, Over Saturday
slight to visit his farther's fawily.
Cap*. Davis, who boa been riding
for two days through the country
from Kirkatansville to Greenville,
reports the damage to be mueb great-
er then at tbis place.
Fairview Rsview : J. T. Smith and
daughter, Miss Annie, of Hopkins-
wille, attended church here Sunday
I  F. Danforth and wife of Hop•
kineville, visited relatives and et-
Wooded church here Sunday.
Father Pike cod Father Hey., of
(..ireen, will begin 40 hours
devotions at the Catholic church
Sunday morning at 10 encloek, fol-
lowed by May devotions every even-
log at 7:30 o'clock during the week.
$S pants at Fowrighnet, the tailor.
Cleaning and repairing a specialty.
Bridge street, oprosits New Era.
Bishop Dudley's Lecture.
Dlehop Dudley delivered his lecture
on "The Historic Christ" at the Teb
outsets Wedneeday to a small audi-
ence. See. H.C. Settle introduced the
Bishop in a few wall-chosen words,
and the Bishop delivered hie lecture
under the most adverse circum-
stances, on secount of the storm and
torrents of rain that fell on the roof
of th• building; but despite of the
drill ulties in th• way of mating him-
self beard, be was listened to with
She elcsset attention by Lis audience,
at and the feature was enjoyed and sp-pretested by all that heard him fully,
Bishop Dudley is deservedly popu-
lar in our coeurnuaity and ill, to be
regretted that the inclemency of the
wester was such as to :prevent his
having a large audience. We hope
the Bishop may be able to return at
*omit future time, when the weather
Is more propitious, and that all our
people may have an opportunity to
Mar him.
Notice.
Saturday the 18 h being Decora-
tion day, the business men of this
city sew hereby requested to close
their pieties of business from 2 to 4
ePeleek p. m. F. W. Dabney,
Mayor.
Repairing neatly and promptly done
by Jaws Mt)R14111,
Hstninocke and err qemt sets so d
at Bre 111..i'd regardless of coot..
Mr. W. J. Wlitiers has j ret pur
chased a beautiful cottage at DSWOOP
KY , it is ace to •ated, beleg sit u•tee
on a due etvatiou, urea the Stimuli'
M , D. F. Pnaltheo i Is making vet
treble ituprovement• ail his ii we
Oil ou South Wen nut etrimil.
Mrs. Msi J Mort nu, whose ow.. t
end cunt veirti vote. tae people leee
SO sell to I ear, will U fat tie oilers
douse Mnt.dvy eventing..
We ere sorry to beer that M v T
A Weliirue, of 0 It Grove who le
enrol, g her danger er, al t• Stoeperio
R,.eor, in the 13 •Ii. Cliepel tieiehper
/rood re q il,c sick, t hotline when last
beard flow was earpreve g slowly.
Best sewed nail eon,. $1,•ams tacker
75 'cuts, at JEFF :n ,,eats', eteop ove
Homier I 13,11ard'e.
Madis oryllte's eleetrIc light plan
ties et to doe n, sett i he coutraittor
elorgen, is in Coleage, arid cat
Ont b hest d from, in eanwitile the
little city Is in diarkioete. 'rue repott
eel) • it. CU epl y of esrbotie wee ea
liali•t4d, and there being Ilit NMI* MI
nothitin to Uhl be den• but aOtil
tiovii the plant.
jyyy Voitatil hi always up with lie
ostler. T,y hint Stone over Hoover
& Hal ant' ,.
1 0$f-A medium Jersey
cow, rather k in teeto, horns p >: ii!
loge her, lung till. *600 reward for
her return. TM Jones. ti2.111
WAN rED -For 1.` S. Army, able
pottiest, unworried Diem, between the
ageo r Iel and 30 years. Good pay,
rations, clothing, end medical attend-
•nee. Applicants be prepared te
furoiell satiefectory evidence as to
age character and habitat.
tud be able to speak, read
/ Ind write English.
Apply at corner Third and Main
streets, Evam-ville. Jed.
Fairview R view: Mr. Tnorre
[true n, of Hopkitieville, who hie
treeu to Cincinnati having a cancer
•reated, has returned home greatly
impreved; a' m .et if Dot entirety cur•
ed. We are glad to learn of this, and
trope the cure eft erne WiU contitrue
pernesueot.. Rev. J. 0. Smithson
eseisted by R v. U dgers', uf Nseh•
vine, commenced a protracted meet-
rug at Tabernacle church some four
miles north cf this pace tart Monday
uight.
Sweet potato slips in large qnsoln
timed varieties. Ky. likth, S tie la-
ern Qieerne, Jersey It -do, Jersey yd.
low-, Rd Nancy Houdin Yellow
Nsney Monde, Mississippi Yams at
MuliE19.4. the gtoper. Inedetetery
Two new sewiug naruMlues for sale
at this nti se cheap
improving-
Nf -0 E %era Allen, of E info who
has beet, very sick for ete-v-ral
has eufflcleritly receverd se to he able
to visit her danghter, Mrs Ella I. in-
airman, near Treeten.
A W othilu g
Mr. Nett (embers st:d MN. Kittle
i4 NINO, Were warted Ii 4 o'ulnek
ritturdev efiertmalla al the'reeldener of
It's, 14 N. Veil, ou oforgoill clout
rule event was not alingetkor a suer
pl lee to the friends of the ye atm
couple, as il bad teen rumored fur
some time that terry were 600D to be
married.
Mis- muter is the daugh'er of Mr
N. Z nattier, and Mr. Lewhern is a
oepriew of Prof. S. L. Frngge, and
lately cause hate from 0 Weirton Ky.
Only a few intinati• friende were
preeent, surd after the ceremony lo
Mr. Vail the happy couple
bearded the sou h-boutio train for
N sehvbt,, where they will spend a
few days.
oessees--i-oese
Dr. El J Baker, Specialist. Eye
sir, throat, poise, Lady attendant,
over Wallace's drug store,
Protracted Meeting.
Rev T. m Crow, of the Crofton
Circuit, will begin a protected
meeting at Kelly next Menday.
He will Icn assisted by Rtv. A. D.
licks, of this city,
We ,see hem cur exchanges thht
other towns have fel owed the ix--
ample of our city council and bare
declared war on the dogs. All doge
found in Paducah are electrocuted-
except thope tagged and licensed,
tnere2a a splendid location for a
bologna sausage factory.
To Be Married.
Mart lage licinse were i si druesday
morning to Mr. It. A. Murphy to Mire
Mildred Leffler. Mr. Murphy is a
prosperous citisen of Empire tied Miss
Lanier is a daughter of Mr. William
Lanier, of the Crofton vicinity.
• 4444•
Died Tuesday.
Mrs. Chilton. wife of Mr. Frank
Chilton, died Tuesday morning at
Pemtar nh • had for *long time
been a ruff-rer land the best medical
skill was of DO Avail, death claimed
her. The whone community Is under
a cloud of grief.
The Fruit Prospect.
R.eports came in that the cherries
and plums are falling from the trees.
Trees that bad an abundant crop two
Weeks ago in some places are now al-
most bear. Tine is not on account of
the present cod snap, as the cherries
especially have been falling for a
week or ten days. Etq. T. C. Tineley,
who perbaps bee as large an orel a• I
as any one near the city, says f r ite•
east tea days his cherries have been
falling if and it seems there will be
hut a billetl quantity left to ripen.
44-44111•44m•--44-4.--4444.
THE ASSESSOR.
A Comparison of Valuations for
the Past Two Years.
The City Asseseor, Mr. It. M. Hurt,
has ,given us a synopsis of LI1A as-
sessed valuation of city property, also
the number cf eligible voters in the
city, with a comparison of the two
years past. While tie arareesot'e
work its now completed, it is yet set,-
ject to the approval of the Board of
Supervisors, This report shows that
in 18v3 the property assessed on
whiteer was $1,50S,153; out colored
$112,153-toeal $1 710,3O6. 14.1894, on
white., $1,752,833 ; on colored, $12S,950
-total, $1,1181,586. Iu 1893, on whites,
$1,818,762; colored, $132,075 -total, $1,•
948,837.
'rne poll lls shows that in 1893
there were 701 whites listed and 619
colored; in 11591 there Were 833 whites
sod 663 colored, while in tsar, the in-
increase in the whites is still greater
and the colored column still decreas-
ing. I: shows 875 white and 611
colored.
Symptoms of Scrofula.
" I ct uid not etre') figure although
I would get very sleepy durihg the
day time. I began taking Hood's
Pale:tand have never had anything
to do rue as mucle good. I believe
that they will entirely cure tne. My
BOO has had symptoms of scrofula
and Hood's etareaps.ilila has none
him • great deal of good." Mr..
Ella Morgan, 417 West titn Kt., New-
port, Ky.
Hood's PAIN cure all liver
F IRE.
A'2:30 hie lock last Wortley tl e
Nre Marne 'woe sounded avid the II e
ccmpauy isnmedietely responded mud
quickly arrived at tue scene which
proved It. be Deltou's coal cited up on
13 :A sod Railroad street., and for
• time it set rued As if a vety
disastrous not Iteration would result.
Mr. it. M. Daiton's coal shed and
s abler were found to be ablaze and,
at OD" titbit, it appeared that-tire cur-
rduuding holdings would be tie
Niro) rd, Net by prempt action mei
loud work the tire erompatly succeeded
lii sevieg the property adjseent to
the fire.
VERY STRANGE.
The 'Irems Sh«Iting 1 heir rolluee s
if 'I nes
The leaves falling from the sugar-
mep'e trees in many parts of the city
ties attracted the attention of a large
nenzber of cit,a-ne, and it has been
monetitee1 upon as eonteti, ing very
einustod. The eheele trees in the yards
of Dr. J. A 1. iutor, Judge Latelee, J.
M. Starling end malty nthere have
dropped a large part of their foliage,
stud tits surrounds age hey. the ap.
palatine. of Fell, 1' .rtlee who have
their attention oellpd to it say
they have no recolleetion of t yet
ao•Ing anything like it, anti regard it
IS a Wiens in non. 1.1 pun exeuiluine
the leaves it appears that they are
not torn from the tree by the wind,
but peso) to have been cut by some
insect, at least that Is the ger.eral
belief.
Christian Endeavor.
Did you read iii. exeelteut pro-
gam of the State Coevention in
Monday's New Fee? W ny its fun
cf good things. Reed it ageln, think
of it how much there Is ill in and
then bemire to bs ready to go to
Louisville when the treat starts.
rye
Those who failed to attend the
I' lion Settles at the Fplecopal
Church on last Sunday evening, miss-
ed a treat. Such geod talks as were
heard deserve applause, so on nu xt
Sunday evening have your bauclker-
chiefs ready and when moved to ap
plaud give the Chatariqua salute.
C.
The First Prembyter tau church will
be the:place of meeting on text Sun-
day at 6:3) p. m. Another gool pro-
gram has been prepared and it is
hoped that the chur will be filed
Don't be afraid if not eppying the
meeting. All true Eideavor !wet-
lugs are geod.
ea.
()Mai
are awakening to the fact
that the Convention to be in
Loolevilie wiii be a grand one, bust
year, at this time, Hupkiusville was
preparing for the same Convention
and the Lionville Eudeavorers help
ed all they could, erpeelatiy by prey
ing, is Hopkinsville ill ig as mu t li
fur her sister city ? If tint, a he
oettitiroter it one. mai forget
the i'Cruvrniug WW 1" the Con.rere
tom ow vie* Titie Is the tim• *Iwo
we want come outward manifesto.
tion.14 the geed dune try the couvon•
•••
Cou'd it be possible that people In
America should not know what an
rdeavor society is? Spain is now
numbered among the godeavorers.
[here is • ecciety 1,:4atitander,
Spain, that judging front reporie,
mops be I goo4j one. At melt. regu
Isr Sunda) tweniog prayer meeting;
they have an average attendance or
thirty, and the 11)id week Prayer
meeting fa 'deo totter attended since
Irl'!"1"6'!"1.""1 111"6" 1`166111"I'momagoiloot
-
Highest of :41 Leavening rower.
-Latest t.T. S. Gov't Repast.
Batting
33
 Povidd
ABSOLUIELYP ORE 
RAPE. The Latest News.
Jolin Earl), a Virginia Negro,
Ill Serb ii Trouble.
Wednesd Drputy RherifrWirkins
arrested J ein E arty at Pee Dee, who
charged with f o unintiug a rape
on Bulah Lindsay, On Sunday
night at Pee Dee. Both parties are
c.ilored, and the colored people et
that section are much excited over
the .ffsir. The negro was arraigned
Wore Judge Breathitt this morning,
&net a large crowd was in atteudaur e
to hear the tretimooy. After tire ev•
leleece was heard Judge 13rethitt or-
dered the prisoner sent to jail to
await the &ellen of the grand jury. A
bond was not asked by the negro'.
oottoorl, as it Was evident lie rettItt
11Ot fit rut k a re'le's or" one. Judge
ilabb•ry resirreente )' rly, and
('ritinly Minnie) 0 H. Audersou COW
ducted the proseeution,
•
JOHN ELLIOTT
.tri Unfortunate Man Said to be
1)3 ing From Neglect.
In s dilapidattd. isolated, neglected
and Clod forsaken room under the
step., PO to speak, of the old Ameri-
can Renee on Elm street, between
First and Second streets, Iles a poor,
Ill Med and stsolutely helpless
young man named John Elliott,
whoee home originally was at Hop-
kiusville, or in Christian county.
For nine years he has been a citiseu
of Henderson and prior to toeing pera•
ly sed-which he is-he earned a
livelihood. The poor man is confined
in his room, and those who profess to
know, say he is wholly neglected,
that be is absolutely puttering from
hunger, and will, if thinge go on &-
110W, starve to death.
If he is suffering from hunger it is
morally certain he is suffering in
other ways. The tower's; inform
ant says be bee called the attention of
the mohorities to the untortuoate
but there seems to be ne disposition
to interfere In his behalf. tionietnine
ought to he done with Wan 5mar
etobority or sow, eharitable society
eh nu id sae Se erten.
It will never do to let the man
starve or die from absolute neglect in
a city PO well provided as is Header-
eon. OJ behalf of this surroing un-
fortunate the Weiner insists that the
city, or sortie one or wore of the local
charity societies or our erteerned
friend, Mr. Dellato, presideut of the
Humene doulety, look after him and
at least see that the poor hello* dors
tint die frtna abiwlute 'toilet% -Hen-
derson tileeners
International Order of King's
Paugliform and Sons.
Owensboro, Kr , May 6, lime
The Fourth Annual Convention of
the King's Daughters and Sons of
Kentucky will be held In St. Paul's
Epieennel Church, Leuls•ille, May
22 mud 2:3, ISO
The Circles of L elites/111e prrner
their hospitality to all members of
nor order throLighoyt the State. It Iv
important that" the uswee and aen
ress.r. of de'egatee be sent as soon se
the society has been orglumed. a pneeibie to Miss Mina Fenner, n401
W. 2.11 r•on Letilsetile, Kr.
• *
Ae half fare rates hinge been secured
en true. Cioristlan radeavor society, over all railroads, it Is earnestlyloyal to its own qtarell, will do more ho
to discourage criticism of the wove- 
ped that here ipariil at-
tendance.
'vent than anything else. We have Among the valuable and prominentjust heard of a pastor in Wisconsin, features of the Convention are thewho, upon coming In a new church a follow ict.year ago, roundly denounced Chris- Adoption of a State Constitution; Atian E ideavor. The society in his
new charge, however, did suc,h noble
service during the year that on E 1-
deriver Day he came nut with a
strong Christian Endeavor address!,
in wbich be gave warmest praise to
the work and worker..
***
The Committee appointed for the
purpose of organ'znig the Seventh
District C E.-Union is at work. Let-
ters have been written to all the So-
cretlee in the District asking their
approval, and those who have an•
ewe red expressed pretty hearty co-
operation with the (pavement and
salted to be admitted to the Colon at
once. The cerumittee hopes to have
the putout organnsd before the con-
vent,O11.
I.
A day that starts off with four si-
meltsueous sunrise prayer meetings
-hould be a typical Endeavor day.
Such will be Saturday of the Cote
veutlon. Mr. Horace Condy, profit-
dent of our Local Union, will lead one
of these meetings, which will be held
in the Highlands. The Highland
ideaver, that bright little paper,
speaks of this meeting and says: "It
will be &Promise Meeting' and every
Every Ludeavorer who attends will
7,e expected to participate. Of course
an our friends are invited, an.1 will be
heartily welcomed." :As the Hop-
kltisville will 1.• enter-
tained by the Highlander., they will
ato-nd and iii alt• this trusting such
hatweil do an geod.
eytee
Make up rear mind now to go to
the c eleention and take a don't of
your friends Tnere is room for al,:
Endeavor Convention.
u. Is earneatly RA1,11610(1 by the
chairman of the entertainment corn
tnIttee at Lluteville that the names
of all who will attend the convention
be sent in as soon as possible. I
beard from him this morning and he
says the billets aselgning every dele-
gate to their respective homes will be
sent out the first of next week, and if
the names are not received by Satur-
day the chances are that you will
miss free entertainment as the names
of delegates ere pouring into Louis-
ville like a ti tod. Horace Condy.
Excursion Manager.
The rr ute of the new L.xington
road to the Eastern Kentucky mineral
and timber fields will be from Stan-
ton, Powell county, to Sslyereville,
In Magoffiu.
Attention
Ned Merriwether Bivouac! The
Bivouac will meet at 10 o'clock a. m.,
May 18th, 1895, at Mosyon'e Hall, to
participate in the Confederate Mew.
orial Exercises on Decoration day,
under the management of the Ladies
Confederate Aesociation. It was
dried by the Ilivonac, at their last
meeting tu have a basket dinner at
Mosyon'e Hall on that day. All Cou-
federates and their families are in-
vited, and expected to bring baskets.
A goon time is expected. By order
of the board.
Hunter Wood, C. F. Jarrett,
Ad'g't. Gen. Commander.
Hon. Hugh McCulloch, Secretary
of the'treasury under Lincoln, is
darigirmisly ill.
Indiana 111Ine operators 'gelatinise!
without agreement.
t
Fire destroyed a ni•ttrin will In Mel
len, with a lose of $15,000
t t t
Cuban revolnilculatie will sail for
Purina to ask financial aid for their
cause.
its
Ins the field against Dempsey it
Owensboro-in the convention pre-
limn:mien at least.
Dr. John has resigned the Presi-
dency of DePeuw Cuiveralty at
Greencastle, Ind,
5+,
El ward P. Nonlia hap been mend ne
tied from ths Louisville dietriot It r
the West Point eadotaiiip.
# *
Two wheelrneu, beide down, ran
Into each other ou an Ohio pike. Roth
mon way die.
t t
Out of a special venire of 100 men a
Jury his beet) secured in the Coium-
rots Phelps ease at Bowling Green,
and the trial is In progress.
t +
Among the important questions to
come before the Presbyterian Aseern
bly, which meets to-morrow, will be
the admission to the ministry of Mu
dents who have come under the in-
throne:tee of Dr. B.lerre.
lit
Wreckage of the schooner Kati
Kelly dispels all doubt of her fate ir
the late storm. She was pounded tu
pieces by the wave., and it is now be
lieved the entire crew was lost.
lit
Representatives from alt the mitr-
ing states are discussing the silver
question at Salt Lake.
t t
Florence Nightingale celebrated
her seventy-fifth birthday yesterday
In London. Messages of codgratula
tloureached her from all parts of the
world. 
+
In attempting to save • heaving
line worth seventy five cents, a tup
worth $25,n00 was wrecked near Port
Townsend.
* t
A Washington man has threatened
violence to leather Phelan, who Is ac
emend of insulting Christian Enderev-
orers.
+1+
The jury has hung in an extraordi-
nary case at HodgensvIlle. Suit was
filed to settle a dispute involving
property worth two and one-half
cents. The misti already amount 12
about $500.
-
Rheumatism Cured
"Myetie Curs" for rheumatism anfi
neuralgia radloally ouree in 1 to I
day.. t 0Itsyos,autl.on4U: otht:sylistuetnials
remarkable and myeterious. It rt.
moves at Ohre the °sum end the di.
tease Immediately dleappoars. The
drat dose wrestle, hanemor "
Hopkinayillp,
Big 
New Era.
Failure,
Re 
0 
theacted
Lancaster, Pe., May 15 -To-day C.
p. Fouderemitb, representing the
irritator,e etional InsnF, op
and a unulber of tobacco dealers, is-
sued an executiou against Amos B
Lr„oetetter a toLacco dealer of this
city and iihiladerprita", for abz,e*.e, and
et the same time 31 .lan A. j‘ro en is
sued an execution in Philadelphia
for the same parties against Hostet-
ter for $31,000. The total liabilitles
will exceed In02,
liners Hold Up A Tram.
210001011u the Sew Era.
Maintop, 0 , May 15.- A crowd of
590 miners slopped a freight train be
Queation Box; A Children's Meeting; teen Dillonvale and L ton and
A Consecration Service, and an ad • swarmed over the train in onierph of
dress by Mrs. Isabella Charles Davis, contratop4 coin, hut mole was found,
Cor. Sep. of the international Order. The crowd left strewing tbat no non
It is desired that those Circles in unian coal should go through the die•
the State which find it impossible to trice Trouble is feared if an attempt
be retreeented by a delegate, send 'o is wads to haul it.
the State Secretary, before May 20th,
a short report of their year's work.
Let us all remember that our corn-
eal; together Is for mutual Improve-
ment and htlp. Those who briog
with them the most, in the way of
enthusiasm and encouragement, will
retry bowel the greatest inspirstian.
More than all, let us pray tbat our
Convention may be hallowed by the
presence of the King, lu whose name
we set ye.
Vows, lvi our common work,
SARAH TAYLett Loteit,
State Secretary.
POISONED,
Ohio County Nan Suspected of
hilling His Wife.
A special to the Courier-Journal
from Hartford gam The wife of
Geo. W. Reddish, near Horton, died
suddenly Saturday, after suffering
from convulsions. Symptoms of
poisoning accompanied her wurftring,
end owing to the fact that she and
It eddieli had bees on bad terms, Mag
istrate Aull was summoned to hold
an Inquest. He adjourned it to
allow Ds. Pend true and Ford
to make an analysis of the stomach,
which was removed.
Reddish is about 43 years of age
end has been married 4 times, having
been divorced from his Wet three
wives.
Pounded to Pieces.
tO thi rs-
Chicago, May 15 -All doubt that
the schooner Kate Kelly waa 1011t ID
Monday's storm was removed to-day
when the tug Charm, of Kenosha,
picked 111. wreckage bearing the
schooner's name. The Kelly left
Shenoy gen Monday night for Chica-
go with a cargo of ties, Capt. Hatch
and a crew of five men. It is DOW
believed that the entire crew was
lost, as the wreckage found by the
Charm indlcates that the boat was
pounded to pieces.
UM-
Awarded
Highest Honors-World'. Pair.
CE
CREAM
BAKING
ER
MOST PERFECT MADE.
pls.e Crape C (T ',ti powder. Fru
(YAM Ammente any other aduilear....
• • 0V to: AMASS,*
queer Laws.
Scottsville, Ky., has a queer local
option law. An ordinance has been
adopted making It an !reuse to drink
auy sort of stinaulating beverage in
the tutored precincts of the town. A
person so convicted must pay a flue
of from $20 to $100. The town has
tried to drive out whisky sellers and
failed and now has taken this method
to put a stop to the evil. Attorneys
say the law will not stand five min-
utes in any court.
The city connon of Adairville, this
county, recently peeped an ordinance
making it a flue of $1 for any person
to lean against the park fenoe or to
leave the park gate open. They have
a pretty little park down there and
believe in taklug care of IL-Russell-
ville Herald.
SNOW.
Severe Hailstorm Passes North-
east of Lancaster.
Pieplal to the New Era.
Lancaster, Ky , May 15 -Snow fell
for • while there yesterday morning
A report just received from Stone,
five miles Northeast of here, says a
fearful hailstorm passed over that
community, doing great damage te
growing crops. Hall covered the
ground nearly an Inch deep and re-
mained for an hour.
fOR
CURES SCROFULA,
BLOOD POISON.
THE
CURES CANCER,
ECZEMA, TETTER.
BLOOD
ARE You is your Urine thick,low spirited ropy, cloudy, or high-
arid suffering colored? Don't wait!from the es- Your KIDNEY are
ceases of being ruined. Use
Youth? If sot (Sulphur Bitters.
Mulphur lilt- One bottle of Manter. will cure phur Bitters e Ill do
rm. you more good tlisn
all the Latin prem.
Molting lif drop slid mitierel pill-
sone which will remain in pier Iretom, destroy your none., and maksyou a poor, weak, and broken downinvalid. No person can remain long
sick who uses Sulphur Bitters. If
YOUR OAUCHTER'S FACE
Is covered with ugly sores, and feat- h
ering Pimples, give her Sulphur k
Bitters. Ladiet in delicate health,
who are all run down, should use
Sulphur Bitters. None better.
Try Sulphur Bit-
ters TO-NICHT,
and you will sleep
wit and feel better
for it.
Sulphur Bitters
will make your blood
pure, rich and at rong
and your flesh hard.
Get a bottle now.
ARE YOU
nervous and
fretty, or in
DELICATE
health? Sul-
phur Bitters
will make a
new person
of you.
Send 3 2-cent stamps to A. P. Ordway &huston.5Iass., for best medical work putelaisse •
Ien11411111"eMW10INIltaff
)TABLER'S 
'BUCK PILEEYE  
' OINTMENT
/CURES NOTHING 13111 PILES
A SURE nd CERTAIN COTE
I known for IC years as the
BEST REMEDY for  PILES.
POLI) It Y ALL DRUGGIgTill.
T,-coartil 11:9AILUNT au Ca. ST. e01711.
ee-o.
- _
Saturday,
Saturday the Woman's Confederate
Memorial Association will decorate
his,
 graves of the confederates at
Hopewell Cemetery. A program has
beet' arranged for the (erasion, con-
sisting of songs, recitations and ad-
dresses by • x-Cenfederate solliere
The Ned Merl weather Bivouac will
meet tt 10 olelock I nimbly notruine
at Moots Hs I, from which place
the Shemin still Company I) will
march %the enmeterv, wk.0 this
 
totinwiny
.1,3gram will he partied null
PraP/I.   Nov, A. C 11,thIlediano,
Rote/sties
 
 , Miss Rust
kii/ iltiolory remarks, W P. Wiufree
4445 
• e. Capt. C. Bellde .
Illtrteiti°n 
 
 
Rev. Noway
After elutes Co. D
will retur exercises are over they
I icloate in to Mogyonne Hall to par-
atcui.oe, isen elegant reinter. AP
Invited. and their families are
PREFERRED LOCALS
eriumes
of all kinds jum received
At S. W, TALIA.FERRO'S
The Dr itaist 
Successor to Wallace &
Taliaferro.
Telephone No. 7.
MORGAN DENMARK
AND MONAR H.
See T L. Graham'. faney eomals-
ed stallion and big boned jack before
breeding your mares. Every colt
foaled by this' jack to this time is
black, and none lees than 40 inches
high when ci-opped, but one and it
was 39 inches. w 4t
Tobacco Fertilizer at
Winfree Bros. & Co.
$130 poi 100 lbs. (Uar
an teed. wit
Color of eye., hair, dress reprodute•
ed in the life sized portraits that we
are now nff-ring you FREE! Made
for us and guaranteed uy the Chica-
go Book (It Picture Co , of Chicago,
Ill., from any picture you desire,
either in an extra high grade, hand.
worked crayon and ink or in genuine
water color tints.
This offer is made, not for your pat-
ronage azione, but to cause you to
send your friends to examine our
goods and prices, when we shall se
cure and hold their trade also. Call
at once for ticket and full totems.
Hon, E. FRANKEL,
Dry Goods, Coe Wog,
Furnishing Good,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
-Notice to Farmers-
By fore buyine a run ivator farmers
should see the New A ineric•n oper-
ate. It is Pimple • f emoortiellop.
easy to adjust and operate, light of
draft and wade of the best tne.eroo
It is economy to buy the NEW
AMERICAN. Iieud. s 1.11 g
hest cultivator in the nierkeo it is at
xeellent hard erouud hat row aid
sod nuiverizet. 0 tr Co. is nos
located at Hepetneville, Ky., and w.
have on band two ear 14'ads ef throe
eornbined eultierwo • which we wil
be glad to exhibit aid test to aut
faruaer in Christian ceeinty.
fi C. RE, 1.0(1(1,
FUTIIEDSTI for A aiericeer Harrow el.,
Vetrolt NI( Ii
See the testimonials below :
Caliky, Ky., April 8, Ibi/5
American Harrow
Detroit M h.
°gotten:len : I It tight one of you!
New American I utilvator Harrows
and from the test .l ready ni•de I be
!revs it to be the best cultivator I
ever saw, and as a harrow for hare
ground within( iqeals it. It is else
excellent for pulvermine
'1' L GRAHAM.
AMERICAN icAltft AV Co, Detroit,
Michigan: 
Dear Sirs:-Your Mr. A. L Kellogg
uut up, operated •1.41 PUld Ms one oI
your new Amer, att Cultiv tors seri
Harrows oorublue d. Have had fifteen,
years experiences iii italic' log cult Iva
lore and farm machinery, and after s
thnrough test mid careful exsniins•
nom I am prepered to say It is thy
most perfect fool ot the kind I have
ever omen, It la well and thoroughlyloon ; simple in oousIructiu, aid is
easily hurtled, and is under thorough
enutrol of the !mentor at all times. I
am sure any ou• capable of hurdling
late0110713.06: mll
em operater  one as well as the
tr J B. WALKER.
April gib, 1895
For Circuit Judge.
w it are authorized to announce
JOHN PHELPS, Esq.,
as a candidate tort). °Mee of Circuit Judge
..r this the Thunt Judicial I thstrct. subject toint action of the Democratic party.
We are uu homed to announce
JUDGE L C. 1.INN
as a candidate fo- re•election to the office ciircuit Judge, subject to the action of theI .emeerat'c party.
We are authorized. to 111r 0011Dee
JUDGE THOMAS P. COOK.
of Calloway county, sis • es odidate for Judge
of the Circuit Court of this district, subject tothe motion nt the Democratic party.
Commissioners Sale.
Christian Circuit Court.
F. W. Dabney, assignee
Aga net 
.Equity.U.K. Rodgers,
By virtue of a Judgement and order of Sale
of the Christ Ian Circuit Court, rendered at the
February Term th#reof, Itaki. in the above
cause I shall p-ocesil to uffer for sale at the
uourt house door, la Plopk Insville, Kr.. to thehighest hidiler at public auction, on Monday,
the It'd day of June, 1611i at 11 o'clock a. in.
or there &boot, t, tug County Court day, clean
a credit 0(5 and 12 mouths, the fohowing de-
•cribed property, to-wit:
The hews sail lot occupied liy Mrs. N. E.itedgeneon South side o' 9th street In Hop-k insville, Ky., Let wean the Moayon block and
and Dr. J. A. Gunn's lot, fronting se': feet on!eh street and running back /4;1 feet to 1(pli
Areet 'This lot lvt• on It a large commodioushouse suitable both for liubinem and resiiiencepur 'mem and Is very desiralfe property.
For the purchase prise, the purchaser must
fixttute 1.00.1 with approved surety or sure-
ties, bearing legal Slit rest from the day of •ale
null] pald, anti I Its force •att effect of a Re-plevin Wild. inflin•PS will be prepared to
comply preemptor with th as terms.
W, P. Winfrea,
kis irr 111Alille•10A0
almileinmememiesilailieeMilinameeselealeMesnsilMIIIINge
DEAUTIOTYIE,LEGANCE,t CHOU
Is 'what you will find by examining the
ma„,, nificent stock of
Snrina and Summer Milliner
at Mrs, A W Steele & C's
Mrs. Hart's old stand, Ninth street.
 4
MAY 16, 17, 18,
como to tin Grml Summer Opollin
at the new Millinery Store, in Hotel Latham.
We extend a cordial invitation to the ladies of Hopkins-
ville and Christian county.
T. J. Sarzedas.
Hotel Latham Block.1st door to right of main entrance
leo4ise,e
141-1: This Week
1(14
And Next
Will be our greatest
NESS Ms ail Trimming
We advise you, if you Pre in search
of a dress, and want it elegantly and stylish-
ly trimmed, not to fail to see ours. The
greatest line in the' city.
Elegant suits $4, $5, $6, $7 $10 $15 up to$25.00. The handsomest, largest, best as-
sorted line silks, for dresses or waists, to be
found here. Prices the lowest. We have
received about 40 dozen Percale and Paja-
Mas shirt waists, made in very i latest style
all colors and sizes which we offer at the
Niery low price of 50c, 75c and $1. Perfect
fitting, strongly made. Housekeepers, we
tx,pecially invite your attention to our line
(Af Carpets, Mattings, Rugs, Oil Cloths,
Lace, Chenille, Satin Damask, Swis Cur-
tains without fear of contradiction-the
largest stock, beet assortment, lowest prices.
Our Shoe Department is full of choice styles
and are wonderfully cheap. In Millinery,
we are in a position to offer extra induce-
ments in (juality and price. Give us your
trade this spring. We will appreciate it and
you will be the happier and richer for the
doing. RICHARDS & CO.
IIMM1M11111/t1/11MIMIMIMM/1111t/rt1/1111,
rtg,
Tait
E For the Ladies!
lAndersops
Shoe Bargains!
For Men and Bogs.
4110'"'
41110b."'
411111"--
41110''
411/1"- Among Our Odds and Ends.
You can find suits worth $15 to $17 60
1111 for $4 99 and $5 99, a little off in stylt,
es- but the quality i3 right.
sr—
Who can Wear No. 6 or 63 or 7
-In B., C. & D. Widths.
Stacy, Adams & Co's., samples, includ-
ing Patent Leather, Calf, Kangaroo &
Russias, in the above sizesand widths
for $3.11!). avrth five, six and Se' en.
Sale Begins SaturdaY, only continues one week.
As a "helper- to our shoe department.
we are sellingiLadies, Misses and Chil
dren's Hose pa all grades at cost and
carriage. Coigne t) zee them we may
be able to sell you a pair of shoes.
Clothing Bargains!
Hotel Latham E
Hcpk,nsvi„e,Ky
Is the finest Hotel in the South. All
modern improvements. Steam Heat
and Electric Lights throughout.
$2 01 to $3 50 per day.
T.M.JONES
Always has something new and attractive to offer the ladies
if you have not provided yourself with any new w( ar
parel do so at once, and let me aid you in suggesting
of my choice:
('es s Goods and Trimmings,
Black and Fancy Silks,
Wash Silks,
Wash Fabrics,
Spring Capes, Shirt
Gloves, Hosiery. Handkerchiefs,
Gents' Furnishing Goods Parasols and Umbrelias.
Embroideries and Laces, Ladies' Vests,
Those k.en's all wool Cheviot suits at $6
and those fine Clay Worsted suits at
$7 60 have pleased about 300 men sc
well that trier have bought. Perhaps
you would like them if you saw them.
111. Apdersop &Co.
1
1
1
EMMITSIMI111/1fMtrtirriffttt ?Mr? !trtt,ItMfffttrtflti%
3. Dagg
I
E Contractor Builder, a
Guarantees satisfaction. 1
Building Materials of Every Description,
IPlans, Specifications and Eentimates Promptly Furnished.
R GINIA STREET,
Lace Curtains and Draperies, Ladies' Vandyke 
 
Between Fourth and Fifth,
Point Collars, Carpets, Rugs,
Linolenms, Oil Cloths, Mattings, Foot Mats, e
liar-Telephone, IlS.Gents' and Boys' Shoes, Ladies' Misses and Children's
Shoes and Oxford Ties.
My stock is complete in every line and goods are cheaper
than ever. Respectfully,
Hookinsville, Ky. I
larP. 0. Box, 67. 4
MAIM MORRIMIMMINIIIMIIIIIM11111.1.1 11.1 1 11111111.11MIMMIS
C. G. M.CDANIEL, : : Business M'g'r.
N. B.—Call and see the new "Perfection" Pump. a
eteee—ai-o-'...Ine-onnoenteeenee '
:*tk-
- • --
-eoenevealeeeNntiOnalne
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y coming
d the attitude
le Anything that
d or soul to the earth is
, it is a grand thing to be
do not depend on pharmacy
doctors to make you well Stay
11 Read John Todd's Manual and
Coombs' Physiology and everything you
can lay your handslati about mastication
and digestion and assimilation. Where
you find one healthy man or woman,
rou fiud 50 helf dead.
From my own erperience I can teetify
that, being a diecaaie of the gymnasinm,
many a time just before going to the
Parallel bars and punching bags and
pollies and weights, I thought Satan
was about taking possession of society
and the church and the world, but after
cate hour of climbing and lifting and
pulling I felt like hastening home so as
to be there when the millennium set in.
Take aagood stout run every day. I find
in that habit, which I have kept up
since at 18 years I read the aforesaid
Todd's Manual, more recuperation than
in anything else Those six men of Ohio
will need all possible nerve and till pcss-
sialts eyesieta_ajadasil _possible muscular
di.:feloen.,eet-be.ore tiaygerMIWragla The
terrific straggle of this lite.
Word the next : Take care of your in-
tellect Here comes the flood of novel-
ettes, 99 out of 100 belittling to every
one that opens them. Here come de-
praved newspapers. eubmergi.p: good
and elevated American journaleen. Here
comes a whole perdition of printed
abomination, damped on the breakfast
table and tea table and parlor table.
Take at least cm grind newspaper with
able editorial and reporters' columns
meetly oacupied vrith helpful intelli-
gence. announcing marriages and deaths
and reformatory and religious aesem-
blages, and charities bestowed, and the
doings of good people, and giving bet
little place to nasty divorce carom, and
stories if crime, which, tike cobras,
ming those that touch them. Oh, for
more newspapers that put virtue in
what is called great primer type and
vice in nonpareil or agate!
You have all seen the photographer's
negative. He took a picture from it ten
or 20 years ago. Yon oak him now for a
picture from that mune negative. He
opens the great chest containing the
black negatiees of 1885 or 1875, and he
reproduees the picture. Young men,
your memory Ls made up of the nega-
tives of an immortal photography. All
thee you see er hear goes into your soul
to make pictures for the future. You
will bave with you till the judgment
day the negetives of all the badpicturee
you have ever looked at, and of all the
debauched scenes you have read about.
Show. me the newepapere you take and
the Woks you read, and I will tell you
what are yonr proapeeta for well being
in this life, and whit/will be your resi-
dence a milltinklyelles after tIse star on
which we now live shall have dropped
mit tithe constellation. I never travel
on ay unless it be a ca8O of neces-
sity or mercy. But laet autumn I wee
in India in a city plagne struck. the
hundreds the people were deartr`with
fearful illness. We west to the apothe-
cary's to getemene preventive of the fe-
ver, aed the place was crowded with in-
ealids. and we had no ccefidence in the
p.entive we purchased from the Hin-
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YOUNG MEN ADVISED.
CARE FOR THEIR SOULS, MINDS AND
BODIES.
Bar. Dr. Tidusage Responds to a Bequest.
Hie Words to Those Who Are oa the
Thresh,*Id of Llfe -An Optimistic View
or Um Tater*.
Nsw Yoex, May 1 S. -In his audi-
ences at the Academy of Music Dr. Tal-
mage meets many hundreds of young
men from different parts ef the Union,
and representing almost every calling
and profession in life. To them he spe-
cially achiremed his discourse this after-
noon, the anbject being "Wonis with
Young Men."
?Aram. 0.
RETISEIND IIRM—We, the undersigned, being
earner* readers of your /sermons. especially
request that yon use as a 'abet for some
one of your future sermons -Adfice to Young
Men.'' Yours respectfully,
H. B. littuaerr. CEA RIM T.
F. O. lithroter. IL K ELDER.
J. L. Sailitwoon. &J. ALTMAN.
Those six young men, I suppose, rep-
reeieut innumerable young men who are
about undertaking the battle of life, and
who hare more interrogation points in
their mind than any printer's caw ever
contained, or printer's lingers ever set
np. Bat few people who have pamed 50
years of age are capable of giving advice
to young men. Too many begin their
counsel by forgetting they ever were
young men themselves. November snows
do DOS understand May time bloseom
week. The east wind never did under-
stand the south wind_ Autumnal golden-
rod maker a poor fist at lecturing about
early violets. Generally, after a man
has rheumatism in his right foot he is
not competent to diecuss juvenile elas-
ticity. Not one man out of a hundred
can enlist and keep the attention of the
young ober *ere tea bald spot on the
cranium.
I,atteaelsd meeting in Phila-
de -1p 'iliscuas how the
Young en's Christian aeieciation of
that city might be made more attractive
for young people, whem a man anise and
made •Unir3 suggestions with such lugu-
brious tone of voice and a manner that
seemed to deplore that everything was
going to rain, when an old friend of
mine, at 7S years as young in feeling as
- any one at 30, anise and said, "That
good brother who has just addressed
you will excuse me for saying that a
p >caw men would no sooner go and spend
an evening among ench funereal tones
tif voice and funereal ideas of religion
which that brother seems to have adopt-
ed than he would go and spend the even-
these
iu Laurel Hill cemetery. " And yet
sairtn-tff-Ohio and all young
men have a right to aak theme who have
had many opportunities of studying this
world and the next world to give help-
ful suggestion as to what theories of life
one ought to adopt and what dangers he
ought to shun Attention, young men.
First, get your soul right. You see,
that is the me se valuable part of you.
It is the most important room in your
house. It is the parka- of your entire
nature. Put the best pictures on its
walla Put the best music under its
arches. It is important to have the kitch-
en right, and the dining ruom right, and
the cellar right, and all the other rooms
of your nature right; bat, oh! the par-
lor of the soul! Be particular about the
gases who enter it. Shut its doors all
the faces of those who would despoil
and pollute it. There are princee and
kings who wonld like to come into le
while eret are awassins who would
like to come out from behind its cur-
tains, and with silent foot attempt the
desperate and murderous. Let the king
come in. Ho l• now at the door. Let
me be usher to announce his arrival,
and introduce the king of this world,
the king of all worlds, the king eternal,
immertal, inviaible. Make room. Stand
back. Clear the way. Bow, kneel, wor-
ship the king. Have him once for your
goat. and it dces not make much differ-
ence who comes or goes. Would you
have a warrantee against moral disaster
and surety of a noble career? Read at
least one chapter of the Bible on your
knees every day of your life.
Word the next : Have your body right
"How are you?" I cite° say *hen 1
meet a friend of mine in Brooklyn. Fe
is over 70, and alert aad vigorous, and
very prominent in the law. His answer
is, "I am living on the capital of a well
spent youth." On the contrary, there
are hundreds of thousands of good peo-
ple who are suffering the maths of early
sins. The grace of God gives one a new
heart, but not a new body. David, the
Pea/mist, had to cry out, "Remember
not the sins of nly youth." Let a young
man make his body a wine ekes., or a
rum jug, or a whisky caak, or a beer
barrel, and smoke poieoned cigarettes
until his hand trembles, and be is black
under the eyes, and his cteeks fall in,
and then at some church seek and fled
religion ; yet all the praying he can do
will not hinder the physical ocrise-
quinces of natural lew fractured. Yon
six young men of chid aud all the
rising men, take care of yoUr eyes, thoes
windows of the soul Take care of your
ease, and listen to nothing that depraves.
Take care of your lips, and see that they
utter no profanities. Take care of your
nerves by enough sleep and avoiding un-
healthy excitements, and by taking out-
door eserciee, whether by ball or skate
or horseback, lawn tennis or exhilarat-
ing bicycle, if you sit upright and do
nut join that throng of several hundred
thousands who by the wheel are cuiti
hag crooked backs and cram
and de.formed bodies,
down toward all f
of the beasts that
bends body,
unaealthy
well,
"slirl-7.71150.. .7!
.
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Ugh tiveliTESS. Triard,'"T'irearellriri'et
the Lord will excuse us if we get out of
thia ORM with the first train," and we
took it, not feeling quite comfortable
till We were hundreds of miles away.
felt we were right in flying from tbe
plagoe. Well, the air in many of our
cities is strnck through with a worse
plagne-the plague of corrupt and dam-
nable literature. Get away from it as
soon as possible. It has already ruined
the bodies, minds and souls of a multi-
tude which, if stood in solid column,
would reach from New York Battery to
Golden Horn. The plague! The plague!
Word the next : Never go to auy place
where you .vould be nahamed to die.
Adopt that plan, and you will never go
to any evil amusement, nor be found in
compromisiog surroundings. Heat many
startling caaes within the past few years
of men called suddenly out of this
world, and tie, newspapers surprised us
when they mentioned the locality and
the companionship. To put it on the
least important ground, you ought not
to trete any ench forbidden place, be-
cause if yon depart this life in such cir-
cumstances you pnt officiating ministers
in great embarrassment. Yon know that
some of tho ministers believe that all
who leave this life go straight to heav-
en. however they have acted in this
world, or whatever they have believed.
To get yen through from ench surround-
ings is an aepalling theological tinder-
taking. One ef the most arduous and
besweating efforts of that kind that I
ever knew of was at the obsequies of a
man who --as found dead in a MOST-
bank with his ram jugclose beside him.
But the minister did the work of happy
transference ae well as poesible, although
it did seem a little inappropriate wheu
he read: "Bleated are the dead who die
in the Lord. They rest from their la-
bors. aed their works do follow them."
If you have no mercy upon yonrself have
mercy upon the minister who may be
sailed to officiate after your demise, Die
at home, ur in some place of honesa
business, or where the laughter is cleat,
or amid companionships pure and elevat-
ing. Remember that any place we go
to may become our starting point for
the next world. When we enter the har-
bor of heat- m, and the officer of light
comes aboard, let us be able to show
that our clearing papers were dated at
the right port.
Word the next : As stem as you can,
by industry and economy, have a home
et your own. What do I mean by a
home? I mean two rooms and the blese-
ing of God on both of them; cam room
for slumber. one for food, its prepara-
tion and the partaking thereof. Mark
you, I would like yen to have a home
with 30 rooms, all upholstered, pic-
tured and statuetted, but I am putting it
down at the miuimuni. A husband and
wife who cannot be happy with a hums
made up of two rooms would not be
happy in heaven if they got there. He
who wins and keeps the affection of a
gcod practical woman has done glori-
ously. What do I mean by good
woman? I mean one who loved God be-
fore she loved you. What do I mean by
a practieal woman? I mean one who
can help you to earn a living, for a
time °owes in almost every man's life
when he is flung of hard midortune,
and you do not want a weakling going
around the house whining and sniffing
about how she had it before you mar-
ried her. The simple reason why thou-
rends of men never get on in the world
is became they married nonentities and
never got over it. The ouly thing that
Job's wife proposed for his boils was a
warm poultice of profanity, saying,
"Curse God and die." It adds to oer
adadratiou of John Wesley the manner
in which he conquered domestic unhap-
piness. His wife had slandered him all
over England uutil, standing in his pul-
pit in City Road chapel, he complained
the People, saying, "I have been
charged with every crime in the cata-
logue except drunkenness:" when his
wife arose in the back part of the church
and said, "John, you know you were
drunk last night." Then Wesley re-
claimed, "Thank God, the catalogue is
complete." When a man marries he
marries for heaven or hell, and it is
more so when a woman marries. Yea
six young men in Fayette, 0., had bet-
ter look out-
Word the next: Do not rate yourself
too high. Letter rate yourself too low.
If you rate yourself too low the world
will say, "Come up." If you rate your-
self too high the world will say, "Come
down." It is a bad thing when a men
gets so exaggerated an idea of himself
as did Earl of Buchan, whcee epeech
Ballantyne, the Edinburgh printer,could
• zeti uettor publicatioe because ha
Mit eiiTialintal lirtararg tat
type. Remember that the warld got
along without you near 6,000 years be-
fore you were born, and unlees some
meteor collides with us, or seine inter-
nal erplosion cocurs, the world will
probably last several thousand years
after you are dead
Word the next: Do not pcetpone too
long doing semething decided for God,
humanity aud yourself. The greateet
things have been done before 40 yeers
of age. Pasea- 1 at 16 years of age, Gre-
tna at 17, Romulus at 20, Pitt et.-41;
Whitefieldat 24, Bonaparte at-17, Igna-
tius Loyola at 80, 19estfiel at 37, had
made the wor /eel-their virtue or their
vice, and iggem strokes you will
inahe for the truth or against
the-i- truth will be before yen reach the
meridian of life. Do not wait for some-
thing to turn up. Go to work and turn
it up. Thore is no each tieing as good
luck. No man that ever lived has had
a better time than I have had, yet I
never had any good luck. Bnt instead
thereof, a kind Providence has crowded
my life with mercies. You will never
accomplish much as long ae you go at
year work en the minute you are ex-
pected and *fop at the first minute it is
lawful to qtit. The greatly useful and
suocessful men of the next century will
be those who began half an hour before
they were required and worked at least
half an hour after they might have quit.
Unless you are willing sometimes to
wcrk 12 hcurs of the day you will re-
main on the low levels, and your life
will be a prolonged humdrum.
Word the next : Remember that it is
only a small part of our life that we are
to pass on earth. Less than your finger
nail compared with your whole body is
the life on earth when compared with
the next life. I inippose there aro ma
more than half a (toren people in this
world 100 years old. But 'a very few
people in any country reach 80. The ma-
jority of the human race expire before
30. Now, what an equipoise in such a
consideration. If things go wrong it is
only for a little while. Have you not
enough moral pluck to stand tbe Fet-
tling, and the injextices, and the mis-
haps of the small parenthesis between
the two eternities? It is a goctd thing to
get ready for the cee mile thia side the
marble slab, but more important to get
fieed up fer the interminable nail.--
which stretch out Lao the distanceil•
yowl tho marble eleb. A few years ue
tho Nashville and New Oaleime rail
road N70 were waked ne early in tit
morning, and told we must take car-
riages for some distance. "Why?" we
all aeked. But we soon saw for our
eelves that. while the firet four or tin
spans of tbo trichina were up, farther on
there wa.4 a seen that had fallen, and
we could not but shudder at what might
have been the pctssibilities. When your
rail train starts nra lune bridge yt.r.
want to be sure that the first span of the
bridge is all right, but what if farther
on there ia a team of the bridge that is
alli wroog; Late then? what then? In
one of tho vaetern cities the freshets
had carried c•eay a bridge, and a Man
knew that tho ciaprees train would wen
lame Lilting. Soho lighted a lautern and
started up the track to stop the train.
But before he Inui got far enough up
the truck the wind blew out the light of
his lantern, and standing in the dark-
ness as the train came up he threw the
leatern into the locomotive, crying,
"Stop! Stop!" And tho winning was
in time to halt the train. And if any
of you by evil habits aro hastening on
toward brink or precipice or fallen span,
I throw this Gospel lantern at your
mad career : Stop ! Stop ! The end there-
of it death! Young man, you are caged
now by many environments, but you
will after awhile get your wings out.
Some one caged a Rocky Mountain
eagle and kept him shut up betwcen
the wired until all the spirit and cour-
age had gone out of it. Released one
day from the cage, the eagle seemed to
want to return to its former prison. The
fact was that the eagle had all gone out
of him. He kept his wings; down. But
after awhile he looked up at the nun,
turning his head first this side and then
that side, nud then spread one wing and
then the other wing, aud began to
eghigt until the .hilje were far untie'
re
%ad'
hie feFt, and he Wakola of Eight hl the
empyrean. My brother, when you leave
this life, if by the prate of God you are
prepared, you will come out of the cage
of this hindering mertality, mid looking
up to the heavenly heights you will
'reread wing for inonortal flight, leav-
ing sun end moon awl stars beneath in
your ascent to glories that DPW! fade
anti splendors NV hich never die. Your
body is the cage. Your soul is the eagle.
Word the next : Fill yourself with
biographies of men who did glorioasly
in the business or occupation or profes-
sion you are about to choose or have al-
ready cheeen. ti.aug to be a merchant?
Read up l'eter Cooper and Abbot- Law-
rence and James Lenox and William E.
Dodge and George Pealhdy. Set how
most of the merthants at the start
munched their uotoday lunchem made
up of dry bread and se hunk of cheeee,
behind a counter or in a storeroom, me
they started in abusiness which brought
them to the top of infleences which en-
abled them te liless the world with
millions ef dollars consecrated to hospi-
tals and scheoLe atel churches and pri-
vate benefactions, !where neither right
hand nor left hand !mew what the other
hand did. (henget° be a physician?
Read up Eervey anti Grtee aud Sir ;
Adam Cherae and! James Y. Simpson,
the discoverer of chloroform as an anae-
thetic, and Lesliel Keeley, who, not-1
withstauding all the damage done by
his incompetsnt imitators, stands one :
the groatt benethetors of the centn-
ries, tu el all the ether mighty physicians
who have mended brohen bones, and
enthroned again depotied intellects, and
given their live; to healiug the long, 1
deep gaeh of the world's agony. Going
to be a mechanic? Read up the inven-
tors of sewing machines and cotton gins
and life savSng apparatus, and tho men
who as architects and builders and man-
ufacturers and day laborers have made
a life of 30 years in this century worth
more than the full '100 years of any oth-
er century.
You six young men of Ohio, and all
the other young leen, instead of west- :
ing your time on dry essays as to howl
to do great thinen, -go to the biograph- !
ical alcove of your 'tillage or city library,
and acquaint yourselves with men who
in the sight of eerth and heaven and
hell did tho great things. Remember
the greatest things are yet to bo done.
If the Bible be true, or as I had better
put it, since the Bible is beyond all con-
troversy true, the greatest battle is yet
to be fought, and compared with it Sar-
agoesa and Gettysburg and Sedan were
child's elay with toy pistols. We even
kmow the name of the battle, though we
are hat CeTtitTu fat tO "s71;e-fti-11,-{ei-il be
fought. I refer te Armageddon. The
greatest discoveries aro yet to be made.
Chronic Nervousness
Could NA Sleep, Nervous
hleadaches.
------
Gentlemen:-I have been taking
your la‘storative Nervine for the past
throe inenths aud I cannot say
euough in its pralee. It has
Saved fly Life,
for I hod almost given up hope of
ever behie well ,afraln. I was a
chronic sufferer from nervousness and
couhi not S.014." I Vi:Is troub!od
wi: le .es he.adache. and 1rd tried
dieters in vain. uetil I used your
Nervine. eia. at. WOOD, Ringwood, Ill.
Dr. Miles' Nervine
Cures.
Dr. Mlles' Nervine ta sold on a rattitiv:
reuliTr"tit-_-:ist-l.a.at.itrt.nartli,ixti` V.",t,`:,!sufo_';10T, or
it will 1sr se2rit. prepaid, on receipt of prioe
by the Iv. Alutlical Co., Elkhart. Inci.
D EA Fav„„4,...,:!, ,e7 wbeo
eIse falLs. al•• (i•1••• bCIP' ,LyeP hat
Eers heard. N. pain. I.• Iiisartaii.815' yr.,
new 1 wk. lel: depot. for 0...ok dad arras Mims
ictiNFIELD DRESS
AR tit! FktisfeED
Clapllow4roos FuedLI: Illsowee4 Ressit.
NNYROYAL PILLS
A scientist hes recently ditesavered in
the air sone thing which will vet rival e4144 a` i""s‘ a"' 
i Miele. Pa.
electricity. lhe most of things have not
yet been found out. An explorer has re-
cently found in the valley of the Nile a
whole fleet of ships buried ages ago
where now there is no water. Only six
out of the SOO greases have been turned
into food like the potato and the tomato.
There are hundreds of other styles of
fuod to be discovekd Aerial navigation
will yet be made as safe as travel on vvee PaiLker's 0,ng:trn ,ri%ch t vuresle Take lath ...song
the solid earth. Cancers and oonsump- Es.I ti E"R COR fix cone
tions and leerosies are to be transferred at m.o. de. al Inuggiaa, /1/Strtri Pi CO, X. Y.
from the catalogne of incurable disease
to the curable. Medical men are now
sueressfally experianeuting with modes
of transferrtng diseases from weak con-
stitutions which cannot throw them off
to stout etentitutitins which are able to
throw them off. Werlde like Mars and
the moon will be within heiliug die-
tunce, and ingteed of cenfining our
knowledge to [licit canals anti their vol-
cances they will signal all styles of in-
telligent-0 to ne, aed Nre will signal all
stylee of inteiligenee to them.
Coming times Will class our boasted
nineteenth ceatury with the dark ages.
Under the power !of wespe•lization the
world is going to Le so improved that
the reword mad the mneket of our time
will be kept in nut-ennis ars now we look
at thumbecrews arid ancient itetraments
of torture. Oh, e.'llat opportunities you
are going to have. young meu sill the
world over, melt r :i0. How thankful
you ought to be that you were not born
any sooner. Blessed are the cradles that
are being rocked riow. Blessed are the
etudents in the freehman class. Blessed
tame who will yet be young meu when
the new century conies iu, in five or six
years from now. Thee werld was hardly
fit to live in in the eighteenth century.
I do not see how the old folks ottood it.
During this nineteenth century the
world has ty Chrilstianizing and educe-
- tional influeaces heen fixed up until it
doce very well folatemporary residence.
But the twentieth century! Ah, that
will be the time to see great sights and
do great dtaals. I Oh. young men, get
ready for th-_, rolling in of that mightiest
and grandes. and most glorious century
that the world has ever seen! Only five
summens more ; five autumns more ; tiro
winters mcae; five springs more, and
then the cluck of time will strike the
death of the old century and tho birth
of the new. I do not know what sort of
'a December night it will - •
century lies detyrrerfracr-whether it
will be sterlit-or temptatuotts; whether
the. itirMWS will be drifting or the soft
winds will breathe upon the pillow of
the expiring centenarime Bnt
NV ill mourn its going, hir many have re-
ceived from it kindnesses innumerable,
and they will kiss farewell the eget'.
brow wrinkled with so many vicissi-
tudes.
Old nineteenth century of weddings
and burials, of defeats and victories,
of nations tern mid nations dead, thy
pulses growing feebler DOW, will soon
stop ou thut 31st night of Decem-
ber! But right beside it will be the in-
fant century, held up for baptism. It'
smooth brow will glow with bright ex-
pectations. The then more than 1,700,-
000,000 inhebitants of the earth will
hail its birdi anti pray for its prosper-
ity. Its reign will be for a hundred
years, and the most of your life, I think,
will be under the sway of its scepter.
Get ready for it. Have your heart right,
yonr nervea right, your brain right,
your digestion right We will hand Over
to you our commerce, our mechanism,
our arts and sciences, our prefessions,
our pulpits, our ieheritance. We believe
in yen. We trusayou. We pray for you.
We bless yen. Aind though by the timo
you get into the thickest of the fight fee
God and rightetaLemes we may hare
disappeared froze earthly seenes, we
will bet laic our:interest in your strng-
gle, and if the deer Lied will excuse us
for a little while from the terrple serv-
ice and the home of many mansions we
will conic out onithe battlements of jas-
per and cheer hie. and perhaps if that
night of this world be very quiet you
may hear our yolk•fai dripping from afie
se we cry, "Be thou faithful nue"
death, and thee shalt have a crown!"
Or. Price's Crern Baking
ututostils Peat* Illtallaso •
Your Husband
Is he not dear to you? Should
you not be careful of his health?
Maybe he is sometimes eak and
run down from the effects of over-
work, or worry, or carelessness.
But you need not be alarmed; a
tablespoonful of
Brown's
Iron Bitters
three times a day for a week or two
will make him well and strong.
And this is how it does it: It
purifies and enriches the blood and
gently stimulates the action of the
vital organs, and helps them per-
form their proper offices.
Don't neglect trifling ailments.
Brown's Iron Bitters is pleasant to take,
and it will not stain the teeth iv,' cause
sonstipation See the eroaned red lines
On the wrap r. too hook, Hose to
tree for sr stamp. 59 Dr. Prices cream Bikini Powdllf I
Live a Hundre 'Years, ' tells all about it ,
BROWN CHEMICAL CO.. CALTIMORE. 41 tie e eortact MrAa.
Original its4I (hay Geatehie.
•Art, Aiwa.. LARit•
PrayzIst kr 4...tor • P.,.att.5 Pus-
An.1 Br.2 lied and t; .4.11betalli0
'wolf.. e,b blue rl.th.n. T•ks
•. eta PK N. .11414p0,41,11 1,1441.110.
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PARKER'
HAIR BALSAM
Clewww wad besot,fles the halt.
logAggotee • lute:Met growth.
Oemar Waf's to Herttro Orley
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
Cu.u• gealp d.wawo a hair
inc, awl 01 Ln preil,eg.
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10YOUGETYOUP
iThere Were 3,134,934 PaCk.i.ges of °
HIRES' ROOTBEER tiOld in 1894,
which made 15,675,735 gallons,
or 313,494,7o° glasses, suffi-
cient to give every man, wo.
man and child in the United
I States, five glasses each-did
you get your share? Be sure
and get some this year.
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ABSOLUTELY PURE
THE OLD REUABLE
SWEETCAPORAL
CICARETTE
Has stood Its Test of Ten
MORE SOLO THAN ALL OTHER
EIRANUS COMBINED
e.
lir.HOST IN QUA,. 3ES i IN QUAL
1WORMS!I WhITE'c CREAMvERmI FucE
20 YEI.R8i FORHas led all WORM Remedios.EVERY BOT1LE GUARANTEE).SOLD Br ALL DRILOtalSTIL
=CNA lipP011 1X1ITICIII CA. PT. LOCHL
fOrlItIttia l 'RItil il f1.10.IIOVII SiltDyspepsia! Rob noun'sIndigestion! LIME JUiCE & PEPSIN, mic.ilraid,„" it t al3(i 1 tal v"ge • I t 'Constipatanioll WILL LIKE IT •
THE GARDEN.
Ch..hett with 1/1 *peels my gattlen lay a-tlyinfr•
Bari RAS the Crown' ; no bud had heart to
Yet yeur smile there, with your at%
breath si•gitinii,
"nave Patienee. tor some day the flowers
will grow."
Sumo wceds you killed; you made a plot and
tilled it.
"My plot," yuu said, "rich harvsat yet shall
With sun warmed weds of hope your dear
hands
With r.on *oft toars of pity bade them live.
Bo. week among the weed. that had withstood
One little pure white flow.r grew by and1,7.
Yuo could nut pluck my flower. Alm, how
shoull you?
Yuu sot, *he seed, but lot the ligmego.m
—Pull Mull Budget.
FAME WON BY ACCIDENT.
Basitilen Lepage's First S s ful Picture
Was an Ativertleensent.
The great French painter, Bastian
Lepage, eat; pursued by unmerciful det-
ester through his youth in his efforts to
study art. His another worked in the
fields to keep that sickly boy at school.
At 15 he went to Paris alone, starved
for seven years, painted without success,
but still painted. Ho hall just finished
a picture to send to the salon when Paris
was besieged, and be rushed with his
comrades to the trenches.
On the first day a shell fell into his
studio and destroyed his picture, and
another shell fell at his feet, wounding
him. He was carried home and lay ill
and idle for two years. Then he re-
turned to Paris, ami, reduced to abso-
lute want, painted cheap fans for a liv-
ing. One day a manufacturer of some
elleent medicine ordered a picture from
hint to illustrate its virtues. Lepage,
who was sincere, gave his best work to
the advertisement. He painted a land-
scape iu the Auril sunlight. The loaves
of tender green quivered in the breeze;
a group of beautiful girls gathered
around a fountain from which the elixir
of youth sprang in a babbling stream.
Lepage believed there was real merit in
it.
"Let me offer it at the salon," he
asked his patron.
The manufacturer was delighted.
"But first paint a rainbow arching over
the fountain," he said, "with the name
of my inetlieine upon it." Lepage re-
Mittel. "Then I will not pay you a son
for the picture!" The price of this pic-
ture meant bread for months, and the
painter had long needed bread. The
chance of admission to the salon was
small. Ho hesitated. Then be silenced
his hunger and carried the canvas to
the salon. It was admitted Its great
success insured Lepage a place in public
recognition and his later work a place
among the greatest of living artists.-
Current Literature.
Some Railway Mapossking.
"This won't do," said the general
passenger agent in annoyed tones to the
map maker. "I want ee alego moved
down here half an inch, sJ tis to come
on our direct route to New York. Then
Dike Buffalo and put it a little farther
from the lake.
"You've got Detreit and New York
on different latitudes, and the impres-
hien that that is correct won't help our
road.
"And, man, take those two lines that
compete with us anti make hen twice as
crooked as that. Wily, you've got one
of 'em almost straight
"Yank Boston over a little te
west anal pa-New York a little to the
west, so as to show passengers that our
Buffalo division is the shortest route to
Boseal.
"When you've done all these thingm
I've said, you may print 10,0o0 copies
-but, say, how long have you been
the railroad bushman anyway?"-New
York Herald.
How Fts Walk on Window Panes.
The microscope reveals the neat con-
trivance which enables a fly to walk up
a window pane or defy the laws ef
gravity by gliding aloag, UWE down-
ward, on the ceiling. The magnifier
thews the foot to be made up of two
pads covered with fine, short hair, each
pad havieg a hook above it. Behind
each pad is a bag filled with a sticky
liquid which mete out whenever the fiy
puts his foot down. The amount which
is pressed ont of each foot is very email
indeed, but taken all together it is am-
ply sufficient to hold the inseet in any
potation he chuosee-St. Louis Repub
Nero's Appearance.
In his youth Nero was remarkably
handsome, but early in manhood his
habits of dissipation made him exceed-
ingly corpulent. To judge from his
medals and the descriptions left of him
he must have weighed over 200 potande
His features were regular, but his eyes
were so protuberant as to be almost a
deformity, anti he was nearsighted, so
much so that he could not recognize his
acquaintances across the street.
Perils, of the Future.
Passenger (in chair cme-Where are
you going, dear? Don't leave me alone
here among strangem
His Wife-Nonsense, James! Noth-
ing will hurt yen. I am going into the
eninking car a little while. Read a fash-
ion magazine or nemething till I come
back.-Chicago Tribune.
Henry Clay had a voice of medium
strength, but of singular purity. He
spoke with strong southern accent and
iu a pleasant, sympathetic tone that
carried the audience with him from the
star t.
Wales was thus named by the Angle-
Saxone, the word meaning "the laud of
fereignere." The native I1A/TIP is Cam-
bria, or "the country of the KimrL"
Kepler firmly believed the moon to
be inhabited. He always spoke of the
'upraised people of that orb as "the
3elenites."
00;9 the United States produced
leer 34,000,000 barrels of petroleum.
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOS! rtoN
Wee of value to the *raid by Owe-
!rating the improvemsnt the
mechstileal arts and enil•nt phy•lcian
will tell you that the progress
medicine! agents, has Men of squat
roportance, and as a perengthening
laxative that Syrup of Figs is f•r in
vetice of all whets
Meals In the Dar:z Acmi.
Few n-ferences can be found ILI to the
manner in wheat a meal wag served and
eaten during the derk ages. As near as
we call learn, the soup was put in a big
AVI NV101 1..11':1, called a • am neer. "
There was seld.au a spoon for (Itch per-
son. Tin ee who had spoons dipped t hem
into the pen-ringer, and the liquia was
carried direetly to esielm month. These
who were withont gleams drank their
seup from the perringer, heleing it by
one of the ears, /.1. else borrewe al a Pp 5)11
of their neighbor.
The 1114411S were plated in a large ves-
sel iti the venter tif the table. }huh per-
etnepresent at the meal pieited out with
his fingers such bits AM he deeinel. One
or two knives simmered for half a dozen
emetic Thew who were wide tut knife
btirrowed fr..in t !else wise had tine. AN
a rule, the greets at table used their own
knives. There is no evidence that nap-
kins were supplied to gnests at this pe-
riod. At any rate, no mention is made of
them. -1.i ppincot t 's.
Disappointed.
Mrs. Wiekwire threw dewn the paper
in a way betekening some initatitel.
" What's the mutter, dt.sir?" asked Mr.
Wickwire.
"Oh, nothing."
"Oh, yea, there was something. What
Waft it?"
"Well, if you mnst know, I Raw a
line in the paper about 'Chineee worst-
ed,' end it tunied out to be momething
about that tiresome war. I thought it
was steam new kind of dress goods. "-
Indianapolis Journal.
The Discovery Saved Hie Life.
Mr. G. Callieuette, Drugglet,
Beavereville, , say.: "To Dr.
King's New Diseovery I owe my life.
Was taken with La Orlypeand tried
all the physicians for tuiles about,
but of nn avail and was given up arid
and told I could net live. H•ving
Dr. King's New Diseovery lu my
store I sent for • bottle sod began
its use and from ihe first does beim!)
to get better, and after using three
bottles was up sod gamut again. It
worth Its Wright 'ti gold. W.
won't keep store or bon• • iltheei
Get a free trial at R C. Hardwick
Drug Store.
s•—•• ••. seams .a.yyttrobb., 444•444•4404111,
. •
_;45. ,
Lost Energy,
Fickle appetite, tired stumach
sickness and weakness can be
promptly remedied by using
Dr. J. H. McLean's
Strengthening Cordial
loo Blood Purifier.
It strengthens and builds up the enfeebled system, creates
a good appetite and promotes digestion, clears the complexion and
restores the body to perfect health.
Sold by all Druggists at $1.co per bottle.
THE DR. J. H. MCLEAN MEDICINE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
LINCOLN'S APPARITION.
Ms Sew a blitritly linage of Himself In •
Looking Glass.
Mr. Noah Brooks, in his personal rem-
iniscence/I of Lincoln in The Century,
tells the following strange story:
On the day mentioned Lincoln nar-
rated an incident the particulars of
which I wrote out and primed directly
after. These aro his own words, as
nearly as they could thou be recalled:
"It was just after my election in
1860, when the news had been coming
in thick and fast all day anti there had
been • great 'hurrah boys,' so that I
was well tired out and went home to
rest, throwing myself down on • lounge
in my chamber. Opposite where I lay
was a bureau with a swinging glair
upon it" (and here be got up and placed
furniture to illustrate the position),
"and looking in that glass I saw myself
reflected nearly at full length, but my
face, I noticed, had two separate and
distinct images, the tip of the nose of
one being about three inches from the
tip of the other. I was a little bothered,
perhaps. startled, and got up and it/eked
in the glass, but the illurthin vanished.
On lying down again, I saw it a second
time, plainer if possible than before,
and then I noticed that one of the faces
was a little paler-say five shades-
than the other. I got up, and the thing
melted away, and I weht otT, and in the
excitement of the hour forgot all about
it-nearly, but not quite, for the thing
would once in awhile come up and give
we a little pang as if something micelle
tunable had happened.
"When I went home that night, I
told my wife about it, and a few days
afterward male the experiment again,
when" (with a laugh) "sure enough the
thing came again, but I never succeed-
ed in bringing time ghost back after
that, though I once tried very Indus-
triotudy to show it to my wife, who
was somewhat worried about it. She
thought it was a 'sign' that I was to be
elected to a second term of office, and
that the paleness of one of the faces was
an omen that I should not see life
through the last term."
This is a very remarkable story-a
coincidence, we may say-to which
sonie significance was given by the cruel
death of the president WOO after the be-
ginning of his second term. I told Mrs.
Lincoln the story and asked ber if she
remembered its details. She expreesed
surprise that Mr. Lincoln was willing
to say anything about it, as he bad up
to that time refrained from mentioniug
asetatieut erettante atelems-
firin in her belief that the optical illu-
sion (which it certainly woe) was a
warning I never again refernel to the
subject to either the president or bis
wife.
Subsequently Lincoln's version of the
story was confirmed by Private Secre-
tary John Hay, who, however, was of
the opinion that the illusion had been
b4.111 on the day of Lincoln's first Demi-
eaten), and not, as I have said, ou the
day of his tine election.
HE ARRIVED LA TER.
_
Colonel John S. Wise Did Nut Meet Gen-
eral Sherman In Brazil.
Everybody knows that Colonel Wise
fought as a mere boy in the southern
army. became a Republican after time
war and ran an unsucceseful race for
governor uf Virginia. Ile has been on
the field of honer more than once, but
no longer believes in the darn° as he
did in his younger days. While a Vir-
ginian to the core still he is uot a native
of the Old Dominion. At that famous
Astor House dinner a few years ago
made memorable by the eulogy Mr. De-
pew paased on President Cleveland,
General W. T. Sherman, in the course
of a very interesting speech, alluded to
a trip wade by him to California in
1846, via the cape. He stopped eff at
Rio Jaueiro on Christmas eve to pay
his respects to Hon. Henry A. Wise. at
that tines United States minister to
Brazil, and was hospitably entertained.
"What time did you leave the minis-
ter's house?" queried Colonel John S.
who was one of the guests, inter-
rupting General Sherman.
"At V o'clock, Christmas eve," re-
spouded old Tecumseh.
"If you had just waited two hours
longer, general, I'd have been glad to
make your arquaiutance," said Wise.
Two hours later the young Wise made
his first appearauce on tins terrestrial
globet-Washington Post.
Somber Chriatlanny,
The Auld Licht kirk when Dr. Chal-
mers visited it was a terribly bare little
building. The elders were a grim set.
They kept their bonnets on their heads
till the unnister entered, and they had
each a large stick in his hand, which
they used for "chappin" their noses
through all the service. The minister
wore no gown or bands. •He gave a
very long sermon full of sound divinity,
but without the smallest practical ap-
plication and without a vestige of feel-
ing. At length Dr. Chalmers got out,
the dismal wormhip being ended, and
his word was, "If these people ever get
to heaven, they will live on the north
side of it. "-San Francisco Argonaut.
• Great Memory.
The Journal of Speculative Phileso
phy gives a remarkable instance of
farmer in Indiana who could remember
what he had done on every day for 20
years. He was repeatedly tested by ref-
erence to the notate made on previous
examinations, and never failed both to
name the day of the week and to tell
what occurred to him on that day. The
words used in his narratives often
varied, but he always had the events as
he had mentioned thetu before.
A Dilemma.
Friend-Have you completed your
DOVel?
Author-Not yet, I am sorry to say.
I have made six couples happy for life,
but I have still got an old general and
a shoemaker's widow on my hands, and
somehow they won't watch. -Fliegende
Blanes.
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Ministers of the Gospel
ISNI.Oltee
lectropoi).
Rev. John Rodgers, Danville, Ky.
It Is a mystery to me, almost •
miracle.
Rev. Z. Meek Calletteburg, Ky.
I ;have used the Electropolse for
five years and find it invaluable as a
curative sgeut, especially is It effica-
cious In eases of feeble,,women and
delicate children.
Rev. Robert Barrett, Louisville Bap-
tist Seminare•
Eatetropolte cured after all other'
remedies failed.
Eev. W. W. Bruce, Houstonville' Ky.
Electropolee cured opium habit.
Key. Gee. Means, Covington, Ky.
In one night the Electrepelse re-
lieved brain congestion and vertigo.
We could fill this paper with sim•
lar reports, but think this eufficient
to interest you in screlIng for book
on the subject of health. Eat rot
poise rented four mouths far $10.
DUBOIS & WEBB,
F 'Mint Avg., LOUISVILLE. Ky.
or re, ,riar flakier %ware
evara .11.4. ea oer- awes era IMOSINNS.
The North Polo Moving South.
Foe the past 4j or e0 yeers the geng-
mphers und rstronomeni huve snspetsed
that, on meanie of a "tilting.' in the
earth's axis, the latitude ull plaeee
on the earth's surface is gradual!:
changing. A few years ago (1a92) the
astronemers decided to make a "test
case" ot the. ureter, and new retort
that the theory is teureet. For example,
they have reeved that Berlin a-as 31
feet nearer the tole ht September, 1802,
than it was iu Mateh of the same year.
If Petu-y and Wellinan will only be pa-
tient, the pole will come to them !-St
Louis Republ c.
Purnselens Blackle.
Professor lihulcie had a large share
of pugnacity in hie cerepoeition, and a
:-urious instance tif it is giveu in this
tame venter . by hineelf. "As a boy,"
se said, "I was always antagonistic to
school fights, pugillsin had no faecina-
:ion for me. I Well remember a lad.
aver some small squabble, Raying te
'Will you tight me?"No,' I replied.
bnt I will kte el: you (1: W11,' alld itn
lediately did it. need great applause '
.OUV.AS
S3 SHOE
IS THE EIEST.
FIT FOR A KING.
3. CORDOVAN',
FAINCH• [worn-LED CALF.
e3A.0 FINE CALf &WORK
$3.6-0 POD CE,3 SOLES.
soq 12. WORKINeetwe
te• • EXTRA al, e •
52.t!.7 ficYs'Scstmaloei
• L.ADIE2.) •
$2542.S1.7_111„
eESTPv"°11.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
• L. • 0 LJ L..arsla•
113P.00KTOH.11ASS.
Over One Million People wear the
W. 1.. Douglas $3 St $4 Shoes
All our shoes are equally satisfactory
They give tbe best v slue for the money.
Thee equal custom Shoes in st) he and at.
Thrtir wearing gualltiet art uneuriamed,
The pri.:es see einito.m.--staimped on sole.
Fere 41 Fs. IA over other makes.
If your dealer cannot supply -an. Sold by
lamin Chain & Stle Co.
Hopkinsville. Kv.
WINTER is UNKIND
Fazgar----
Most womer hare a nitur.1
drean of winter.- tLe cold wind.;
and dampness roughens sno
chaps tf...ir skin. Many have
gained knowledge h), eiperienoe
aud u api.lt a 1"tt.
POZZONFS
POWDER
before going eat. It protects
softer a and trotutilles the coca-
plexlcn, ann then—it is in risible
if It la rightly used.
HAVE YOU EVER TRIED IT?
ALL DRUGGISTS and
FANCY GOODS STORES SELL IT.
Callis & Wallace,
General Insurance
Agents,
Large Lines of Fire ! 
Itepreeentseves of the
Mutual Be Efit Ile I si Co.
Of Newark. New Jersey.
A contract is what you want.
See the contract of the Mu-
tual benefit before you in-
sure your life.
LOANS
and real estate are specialties
with us. Office west side
Main, near court house.
Callis & Wallace
HIJNIES'1"1"'"
TONIC. Druggists Have It.Cures 
Chills
t:ST.TRE
50 CENT & $l 00 Borrees
BE CURED AT HOMEaleellesellsenale.
BILAPPLEMAN, the tvolelt .nown special.1st, after years of study. has so periected his
system of mail treatment that he can now
assure the sick and suffering a permanent
cure at their horn.' at a price that is •ston-ishIngly low I housands a.e availing them-
selves of this :Tolden opportunity ind hun-
dreds of testimonials are on .ale showing the
efficacy of toe treatment.
All Chronic Die-
eases Treated.
IBRONCNIAL AND LUNG
TROUSLES.I-11EAST.STONI.
ACM, LIVEN AND 110WEL
DI  EPILEPS Y. 1.14.
INERVOU• EXHAU•TIOM,
SKIN DI , RHEU-
MATISM AND NELIIII•LGJ•
The best •nd most
scientific treatment for
all EEM•LE
Quick and permanent ("Drell guaranteed.
New treatment for PILES Ind ULCERS.
Young or old men suffering from KIDNEY,
•LADEIEII, LIIIIINAIRT DISEASES. BLOOD POISON-
ING SSSSSSS OR EXHAUSTIOPI actuall; ri-
mmed to vigor. health and happiness.
Dr. Appleman halo agengsseted with nim • full
staff of expert specialtets who carefully con-
sider each case and prepare the proper rem-
edies. Consultation and opinion FRIER be
mail. Treatment fur...i.hed at the low tide Of
$2 TO $3 PER MON (H.
Write us frs-elv and fully •nd enclose stamp
for symptom blank. No. Critsrrh, No. a Fur
Neu, No. 3 Por Women. Achi-e...
THE APPLEMAN MEDICiolE CO.
E. 4:4 ST., - . CHICAGO, ea
JOHN ECHOLS,
ST. JOHN HOYLE, "''""'
C.. 0. & S. W. R. R.
(TEE M IMMO' l'Pl VA MAY ROUTE.)
---TO—
Louisville. Cincinnati
And All Points-
M.A.9
TRAINS LEAVE AS FOLLOWS:
TO LOCIPTILLII.
From Printieton 9.29. a. In
" Nurtonaville 10:45. a.
TO CENTRAL C1TT •  
From Princeton CO( p. tn 
Nortonaville 4:10 p. rn
—TO--
I:09 a. m
Sitet a. ta
D•II.
Memphis, Vicksburg,
New Orleans,
—And All Points—
ISSOTTT1-1
TIL&1201 LEAVE AS peneionei
TO MEMPHIS.
From Princeton wee a. m. 1:42 a. rn
TO P•DCDAR AND IULTON.
From Princeton 1:48 p. rn.
Connecting at blemph's with through its, a
tll all 15,inta In
Araansas and Texas.
HAW. Tickets, and all Information w, a
ftirroahed on application to your nearest tam
et agent. T. R. LYNCH, oenerei raMieu
ger Agent, Lorisrit.Lr KY.
_
311E KNOWS mars WHAT
„NE'? ee
440,4 .7(t 4;40„:)
LAilitiTTE SOAP
s m%
2-.5 Tiff BEST.PLIPIST 5 MOST ECONOMICAL
SOLD EYERWITRE
A;Ert THEN K FA1RBANK COM ?ANY, sT.LOULS.
Prices Cx4 Hblf In To at
" he Palace"
1
The Great Slaughter of Fine Millinery. Ibis is your barve:st. Come
* e Red re ap the never before beard of Bargains.
Pt Caps and Hoods
Trimmed Hats •t lasice West. le Tie
1 alII'. NI fee I 25At $54 .0
1 :of
*.
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Wf rih
7 tat
ri Di
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3
3 If;
I !SO
5G to I (s.iti
Sailors,
po At Me Worth 1,9 to 7Se
" •• 1 Se
" Vie " SO
(17: Shapes at your
own price,
Floss. Linen Fringe, Silk Fringe, Bilk Balla
(TERMS CASK.)
MRS. ADA LAYNE 
Samuel Hodgson9
. CLARK VILLE. ENN •
Manufactuier and Importer of 
ITALIAN MAR B E
COTC H, WEDE and the most desirable EASTERN
ORNITE lifOIUMENT, T BLETS,
and ST TUARY.
After 40 years experience we feer confident that older*
trusted to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic manner.
Arortetbut the .8,EST Material Used.
AIL ARE HERE!
A full and complete line of all
the latest and fashionable grades
and shades of
German Summer Kereeys, ' Fancy Scotch &things,
Mac GregOrs, Amer. Cheviots, " Wool "
Vicimas, Worsted Serges, Thibets.
Cashmere tterges, May Serges, Lanre ouitings,
Sydney Suitings, London Mohawks,
Also a full line of fancy vestings, F. & IL Cloth, Doe
Skin and (.:lay's XV orsteads; at
G.A. lark, Cotter. John Y Owsley'.
YATES'
JEWELRY.*'&
MAIN STREET
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A. 0. LANGHAM.
Royal$1risurancetCo.,
Of Liverpool.
( I N Co It PORATRD.
Barbee di Castleman
Managers Southern Department,
'The Columbia" Building,
Garnett & Moore As.;-nts
Louisville, 14
s C. H. LANE
Livery,:Feed ,& Sale
Cor Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Rigs Furnished day or night.
E. P. CAMPBELL, Pre8t. ,T. E. Mersmtsobi, Cub
Bank of Hoolosville!
0Nr•ORPORATED 1865.)
_ 
_
Capital and Surplus $275.000
-
- E. P. VAMPBELL,— —JOHN P. GARNETT-
-D R. BEARD,— —Ds. E. S. STUART,-
-C. H. BUSH.—
sum=
TIIIS BANK oflers its customers every banking facilit7,
liberal treatment, prompt and careful attention to all busi-
ness entrusted. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED with those
contemplating a change or division of th eiraccounts.
4RA.I.H.ORT'A.ANRAYIREFEHOETC;Crry4'..."•41..."....t.110rAsejellreSA11,g4.
.•
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